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FROM THE EDITORS 
1-2 
In 1987, conservationists across America commemorate the 
centennial of the birth of Aldo Leopold, one of this country's seminal 
thinkers in natural resources management and environmental quality. 
Iowa State Unive~sity hosted a week-long celebration featuring numer-
ous prominent speakers who addressed Leopold's thoughts and 
accomplishments. A collection of essays presented at the celebration 
has recently been published (Tanner, 1987). 
Born and raised in Burlington, Iowa, Leopold's early appreciation 
for nature and ethics was nurtured by childhood outdoor activities 
along the Mississippi River, and by a family atmosphere steeped in 
values of sportsmanship and esthetics. These influences eventually led 
to Leopold's master of forestry degree from Yale University in 1909. 
The young conservationist was immediately employed by the fledgling 
U.S. Forest Service and assigned to management of national forests in 
the territories of Arizona and New Mexico. It was there that he first 
developed concerns about the commodity-oriented, utilitarian 
approach to natural resources management practiced in that day 
because of the serious environmental consequences that it tended to 
engender. There also, he began a life-long quest in development of an 
ethics-based conservation philosophy. 
After a brief administrative stint, Leopold left the Forest Service 
in 1928 to devote the remainder of his professional life to the new 
field of wildlife science. He soon became a recognized authority, and 
his classic treatise on the subject, Game Management, served as a 
standard text for over three decades. In 1933, he accepted the first 
professorial chair in game management at the University of Wisconsin 
where he remained until his untimely death in 1948. Among his other 
accomplishments, he was instrumental in establishing the first federal 
wilderness area, the Wilderness Society, the national Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Unit system, and the conservation commissions of 
Wisconsin and New Mexico. 
Throughout his life, Leopold continually elaborated his environ-
mental philosophy, refining it as he gained new knowledge from 
ecological science, philosophy, and practical experience. In essence, 
he asked, "How does the natural system operate, and how do humans 
relate to it?" The strength of his mature philosophy was its foundation 
in the modern unified concept of the ecosystem, for it permitted 
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humans to be regarded as part of the natural system, rather than 
outside of it, or as its conqueror. 
At every opportunity in his later years, Leopold expressed his 
thoughts through conversations, addresses, and written articles to a 
range of audiences, but particularly to the general public. He de'\lel-
oped an intimate knowledge of agricultural practices and problems 
and paid special attention to the role of farmers in natural resources 
conservation. 
Leopold's final statement of philosophy appeared in a collection 
of essays entitled A Sand County Almanac, published posthumously 
in 1949. The concluding essay, entitled "The Land Ethic," is a 
landmark of modern environmental thought. Two oft-quoted lines of 
that piece focus the main concept: "A thing is right when it tends to 
preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It 
is wrong when it tends otherwise." 
Leopold offered his ethic as a set of societal ideals, but, being a 
pragmatist as well, he realized that the change in public thought 
which it demanded would not come about quickly. And indeed, 
although A Sand County Alman ac has always been highly regarded 
by environmentalists, its general social impact was limited for some 
time. However, renewed concern for environmental quality has reintro-
duced Leopold's message to the collective mind of a new generation. 
Today, nearly 40 years after its publication, the Almanac has 
assumed a pre-eminent place among modern environmental liter-
ature, and Leopold's Land Ethic is increasingly becoming regarded as 
the philosophical underpinning of contemporary approaches to 
environmental management. It is in this vein that in 1987 the Leopold 
Center for Sustainable Agriculture was established at Iowa State 
University for the purpose of conducting research toward the develop-
ment of agricultural management systems that are environmentally 
sound, socially acceptable, and economically competitive. 
B.W.M. 
REFERENCE 
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA SUPPORT A MODEL 
FOR CULTURAL CHANGE 
Donald H. Schuster and Locky Sch uster 1 
3-28 
ABSTRACT. A model of cultural change based on collect ive maturat ion-
motivational drive of the people is developed and tested. Anthropologists and 
sociologists have developed models of cultural change based on external factors 
such as politics and economics. We argue, however, that these external factors 
are insufficient to account for concurrent changes observed in areas as diverse as 
artistic styles and government policies. In previous research we conceptualized a 
model for cultural change from a cross-cultural stylistic-thematic content analysis 
of the arts and histories of ancient cultures. We tested the model here with 
statistical factor analyses of demographic data for two independent samples. All 
demographic variables loaded highly on a single factor that emerged in accounting 
for change among cultures in both samples. Based on factor loadings, we 
interpreted this single demographic factor to be the same as the one developed 
from the stylistic-thematic analysis of ancient cultures. This common factor is the 
collective maturational-motivational drive of the people, which changes in predict-
able ways as the culture develops. 
Index descriptors: agriculture, culture, cultural maturation, cultural motiva-
tion, demography, indicators of social change, infant mortality, life expectancy, 
literacy, natural increase, population, Third World countries. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this study was the use of demographic data to 
verify a model of cultural change based on the collective, motivational 
drives of the people, which change with the maturation of the culture. 
We define "culture" as a group of people maturing together as 
various aspects of one unit, typically a country. During this matura-
tion process, different peoples may move in or out of the geographical 
region, but their presence has little or no effect on the maturation 
process of the consolidated group viewed as maturing into a stratified 
society. 
Motivational drive resembles the choice a child makes as to 
whether it will use its right hand or its left predominately. A built-in 
mechanism leads the child to favor one over the other. A similar 
choice is made as a person chooses to see and relate predominately to 
1Department of Psychology, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 ; and Route #4, 
Box 30, Ames, IA 50010. 
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one of three aspects of humans: body (physical) , mind, and spirit 
(intuitive, creative). 
"Maturation" we define as the sequential change of characteristics 
of an organism as a function of time. These changes are non-linear 
characteristics, resembling stages or phases of development like the 
plant that develops a root system, then foliage, and later it flowers. 
The human species develops from the physically growing child to the 
thinking, reasoning, structuring adult to the elder who lives with 
his / her wisdom and philosophy. 
The collective motivational drive of the people represent the goals 
and energies of the majority; the characteristics of this majority 
identify the maturational phase of the culture. The accumulated 
stresses of any one phase push the next generation into the next 
phase of development. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Awareness of developmental phases defined on the basis of 
different internal drives has existed since ancient times. For example, 
the classical scholars of India came to the conclusion, about the 6th 
century A.D., that the world developed not by intervention of the gods 
or forces external to it, but by a process of internal evolution called 
"parenama," Sanskrit for "ripening" (Basham, 1954 ). 
The documents of the secret Gnostic writings of ancient Egypt, 
buried about 400 A.D., suggest the evolution of a culture of ages and 
stages: "Mankind came to be in three essential types, the material, the 
psychic (mental) and the spiritual. Each of the three types is known 
by its fruits" (Robinson, l 977;p. 89). 
The Greek philospher Plato ( 427?-34 7 B.C.) lectured about man 
and the ideal state (Nettleship, 1962) . In The Republic Plato discussed 
three forms of government, "oligarchic," "democratic," and "tyrannic" 
(later subdivided); their differentiation, he stated, came about because 
of the changing "inner physchological condition" of the people: 
There must be as many types of human character as there 
are forms of government. Constitutions cannot come out of 
sticks and stones . . . So if there are five forms of 
government, there must be five kinds of mental constitu-
tions among individuals (Cornford, 1958; p. 267). 
Radhakrishnan (1957), a renowned Indian philosopher, stated 
that three strata of development (naturalistic, systematic-intellectual, 
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intuitive) are found in the thought of the hymns of the Rg Vedas, the 
early history of India. 
A renewed interest in accounting for cross-cultural similarities by 
means of universal development phases occured during the last half 
of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century. Sorokin 
(1941, 1951), a prominent sociologist, studied cultural change by 
observing changing styles in the arts. Later he compared his findings 
to those proclaimed by Danilevsky and his followers (Spengler, 
Toynbee, Schubart, Berdyaev) as well as his contemporary Kroeber 
and found substantial agreement. Sorokin (1937, 1941, 1951) con-
cluded his comparisons by stating, "All the theories agree that 
civilizations or cultural super-systems change, rise, decline, and 
economically follow one another mainly by virtue of the forces 
inherent in the cultural or civilizational systems themselves." As a 
culture changes from one phase to another, the change involves, 
simultaneously almost the whole of society-art, science, philosophy, 
religion, law, morals, manners-almost the whole of life, thought, and 
conduct. Sorokin believed tribal cultures and large civilizations all 
exhibit a series of similar internal and external characteristics when 
they belong to the same phase. 
To explain Sorokin's finding in terms of our own findings, the 
following example may clarify how all aspects of life change when the 
maturation phase of the people changes. 
People of a young culture create or select a religion similar to the 
physical structure of their physical family. They choose a father 
figure, a priest, upon whom they bestow semi-divine qualities and 
follow him with blind faith. 
As the dominate aspect of the people shifts from the physical 
aspect to that of the mind, the people begin to doubt the authority 
figure and prefer to think for themselves. They select a religion that 
emphasizes the strength of the mind to conduct their lives according 
to a rigid set of rules and morals. The people also question the written 
books, and study many translations. 
From the mind state the people mature into the spirit state. With 
this new aspect of themselves dominating their lives, they seek to find 
their God, their religion, and solutions to their problems by turning 
within, often through meditation. 
Each time the people matured from one dominate aspect of them-
selves to another, the new aspect acted like a filter, forcing the people 
to change every part of the lives. They changed their religion, their 
arts, government, philosophy, each to match their new reality. 
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Kroeber's (1963) studies primarily investigated the manner in 
which high level cultures change. He felt it is the value system which 
holds a civilization together and emphasized that the essential 
characteristic factors of a culture are its forms and patterns. But only 
after styles in different civilizations are known as wholes over their 
entire course does it become legitimate to compare these patterns. 
Kroeber insisted that, "it is the individuals that loom as active and not 
to view them as blind controlled pawns, still less as wound up clock 
works." (He rejected Spengler's destined patterns.) Kroeber did not 
speculate on the cause of these patterns and styles, rather only that 
the cause must also be in cultural phenomena and that c.ausation 
cannot be denied because it is hard to determine. 
If a culture can be accepted as a living system that matures 
through three phases, what is the nucleus, the plan, that organizes its 
growth pattern? Anthropologist Steward (1955) wrote: "The weight of 
evidence forces the conclusion that the physical environment exerts 
but a permissive and limiting effect. Environment is relegated to a 
purely secondary and passive role." Cyberneticist Berrien (1968) 
stated: 
The growth of social systems appears to be initiated by 
some benign irritant which serves to trigger the process, 
just as growth in other living systems appears to be 
initiated by the nucleation principle. 
Historian Toynbee ( 194 7) said, "The growth of civilization consists in a 
progressive and cumulative inward self-determination or self-
articulation of the civilization .... " Specifically he felt that the growth 
of the civilization was not due to a demographic expansion, nor to 
technological progress, nor the society's increasing mastery over the 
physical environment. 
We offer the following statements to summarize the consistency 
among the above quoted authors: 
1. A culture is a system that functions as a unit. 
2. Cultures sequentially develop through phases. 
3. As a culture changes diachronically from one phase to another, 
there are changes in all aspects of the culture. 
4. The forms of expression-arts, religion, government, manners, 
and morals-of each culture have similar characteristics to any 
other culture in the same phase. 
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5. The source of the programming of the maturation of a culture is 
within the people of that culture. 
PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 
Our maturation-motivational model of cultural change was devel-
oped from study of the arts of various ancient and contemporary 
cultures.2 We will give a short description of the development and 
characteristics involved in this model to enable the reader to relate it 
to the demographic data presented. 
The arts are a window to people's inner feelings. Not only can we 
learn of the subject matter that interested the people, their feelings 
and attitudes expressed through these representations, but most 
importantly we can learn the aspect of themselves through which 
people see and react to life. 
The artists who carved animals with a "powerful realism," with 
evidence of "affection" and "liveliness," saw and felt through the 
physical aspects of themselves. The mind state artist replaces the 
expression of realism and emotions with the expression of structure, 
organization, movement, fitting the pieces together, a manipulation of 
the subject matter with the mind. These artists create abstracts, 
designs, and various stylizations. The artists of the third phase, spirit, 
are not motivated to copy nature or manipulate the subject matter 
with their minds; they are motivated to express their feelings of 
unconditional love, intuitively being in harmony with their environ-
ment, a feeling of flying or floating. 
Tarzan's flying through the air with the greatest of ease capti-
vated our youth. Aviation grew rapidly as our population matured 
into the spirit state, although the concepts for making "iron fly'' were 
known before the beginning of the century. 
The arts for any two time periods or any two artists do not repeat 
themselves exactly. The arts always reflect the personality of the 
artist and his / her environment. But the basic underlying perception 
seems to be the same for the artists of any two cultures in the same 
maturation phase. 
2Awareness of the Cultural Maturation Process as an Aid to a Developing Country. 
Unpublished paper available from the authors; presented at the Fifth International 
Congress of Cybernetics and Systems, Mexico City, Mexico, 1981. A Model for 
Cultural Change as Seen through the Arts. Unpublished paper available from the 
authors; presented at the Annual Convention of the American Psychological 
Association, New York City, 1979. 
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Music, dance, literature, and poetry seem to follow similar 
patterns. For example, body state music is dominated by rhythm-
drums, bells, cymbals. Mind state music becomes a complex organiza-
tion of melodies, chords, counterpoint, harmony, and movements, all 
subject to definite rules for creating music composition. Spirit state 
music is much less structured than mind state music. It is inclined to 
be a formless, free floating series of sensitive phrases, often without a 
definite beginning or end. The current rock music seems to be a 
temporary reaction possibly negating the complexities and restrictions 
of the mind state, rather than being spirit state motivated. 
Our preliminary study thus elicited the thesis that the artists 
were expressing the three aspects of people: body, mind, and spirit. 
The sequence of the body, mind, and spirit phases in the arts 
occurred always in the same order, suggesting a representation of 
stages of development, a development that is similar to the way 
. people develop from youth, to adulthood, to old age. 
Through studying the histories of ancient and contemporary 
cultures in our early work, we could see that the same sequence of 
motivational drives (body to mind to spirit), visible in the arts, was 
also operating as a selective factor in every choice people made in 
their religion, government, sports, and sexuality of leaders. This is in 
agreement with the thesis of Sorokin (1937). 
We concluded that a culture matures through ages and stages. 
The people are motivated sequentially by their dominant motivational 
drive-body (physical), mind, or spirit ( intuitive). These dominant 
motivational drives determine the character of various aspects of the 
people's lives for each time period. 
Using a stylistic-thematic content analysis of the arts and 
histories of several cultures , we hypoth esized a maturation-
motivational model for cultural change. We concluded that the 
following characteristics describe our model (or hypothesis) of cul-
tural change: 
1. As a culture develops, it cycles through three sequential phases 
of growth. Its people are first dominated by the physical or body 
aspects of themselves, next those of the mind, and lastly the 
spirit or intuitive aspect. 
2. The major motivational drives of the people as their culture 
matures are sequentially the same as those listed above. 
3. A single motivational-maturational factor explains how and why 
a culture changes through sequential phases or stages. 
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4. A society becomes stratified as the elite of the culture lead the 
people from the body state to the mind state to the spirit state, 
with a progressively changing composition of the people in any 
one phase (Figures 1 and 2). 
5. Males seem to cycle through the phases of maturation a few 
generations before the females. 
6. History indicates a cycle is from 1000 to 2000 years in length 
before repeating itself. 
METHOD 
We would like to distinguish the body state phase from the mind 
phase and to clarify their characteristics. In thinking of the two 
phases, a hierarchy is often assumed similar to the hierarchy people 
have associated with white collar workers and blue collar workers. 
This assumed hierarchy relates to the people's set of values. 
We see the body state people as those who choose to live close to 
the land. Utilizing an eighty-item questionnaire with college students, 
we found that students in the body state phase enjoy all forms of life: 
the animals, the plants, and the wild life, as well as interrelating 
closely with their relatives. They enjoy their freedom to make their 
own decisions. These people, including, for example, those in agri-
culture, forestry, mining, and fishing, accept the ups and downs of life. 
If an early freeze wipes out the crop they tended all summer, they will 
try again. Farmers have refused to organize for price control, and they 
resent government programs dictating what they should do. In the 
tribal cultures during this phase, the males proudly stand alone for 
what they believe. 
In contrast, we found the students in the mind state phase like 
organizing and structuring each hour of the day. It is a good day if 
they accomplish what they expected to get done that day. Friends 
dropping in or cows breaking through the fence disrupt this twe of 
reality. 
Even assembly line workers must have a mind-dominated reality. 
They must organize their lives to get to work at a set time, discipline 
emotions that would cause mistakes and accidents, and curb their 
urges to move about and visit rather than remaining in a restricted 
position. 
The mind state persons on our questionnaire indicated they 
enjoyed being a part of the whole structure, enjoyed working with 
others of a like reality, and enjoyed a dependable pay check for 
work accomplished. The body state people find the restrictions and 
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Body Mind 
Spirit 
t A Culture Begins 
Figure 1. Internal motivational phases of a people through which the elite 
sequentially lead a culture. 
expectations of the assembly line work intolerable; the mind state 
people often find the lack of control and the ups and downs of rural 
life intolerable. As maturation proceeds from self discipline and 
organization into logic and reasoning, and on to being creative, the 
mind state people are increasingly challenged. 
Demographic data provide an objective measure of the matura-
tion of a culture to test our hypothesis. We predicted maturation 
would be a major factor in the factor analysis of cross-cultural 
demographic data. In other words, we expected to find one and the 
same model of cultural change in both content analysis of the arts 
and factor analysis of demographic data. 
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Figure 2. Population distribution of a culture maturing into a stratified society. 
To test this, we selected the following nine cultures for our first 
data base: Zambia, India, Mexico, Colombia, Japan, Greece, Finland, 
U.S.A., and Sweden. We had visited these nine countries in 1982 
through an educational program unrelated to our cultural studies. We 
collected data and made a comparative study using the following 
variables: (1) Date of Independence, (2) Average Age of Population, 
(3) Fertility, ( 4) Rate of Natural Increase, (5) Life Expectancy, 
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(6) Population in Agriculture, (7) Literacy, and (8) Females in Third 
Level Education. 
Selecting a Starting Point for Each Culture 
Determining the "birth" of a culture is difficult, but there are 
certain identifying clues. One of the first recognizable signs is the 
people's effort to assert their independence. This urge follows the 
people's sudden feeling of nationalism or patriotism. A few cultures, 
like Finland, were slow to gain their independence; others, like 
Mexico, preceded their people's readiness for independence, and a 
few like Japan have always had their independence. But the majority 
of the cultures win their independence, sometimes against consider-
able odds, when they have reached a certain level of maturation. 
We consider the date of a culture's independence, or a selected 
date indicated by the people's new zest to be self-determined, a 
reasonably dependable reference point that may be used to align data 
to study other characteristics of the maturation process. Historical 
records indicate that the cultures of each of the land areas studied 
have cycled through the t hree maturation phases at least once before. 
Each culture studied except Japan suffered invasions and domination 
by one or more foreign cultures during their long rest period (late 
spirit phase). The dates given here indicate once again that people are 
synchronized in their growth phase, standing as a unit and feeling the 
urge to govern themselves. The following are the independence dates 
established for these cultures: Zambia-1964, lndia-194 7, Mexico-
1917, Colombia-1899, Japan-1868, Greece-1822, Finland-1809, 
U.S.A.-1776, and Sweden-1523. Data on other characteristics reveal 
a corresponding ascending or descending relationship with these 
dates of independence. See Table 1, the indicators for which are 
defined as follows: 
Independence or democracy. The date given for six of the nine 
cultures studied is the date the people fought and won their 
independence or set up a true democracy. Three of the cultures do 
not fit this pattern: 
Finland was allowed self rule before its independence, as a Grand 
Duchy of Russia in 1809. We used the 1809 date of self rule. 
Japan was never under the government of another culture. The 
1868 date represents the year Emperor Mitsuhito gained power from 
the shogun of the feudal age, the beginning of Japan's independence. 
Their democratic constitution came into force in 194 7 at the time of 
Zamlata l9'4 21.3 lBl.O 32.0 48.4 67.0 47.J lJ.O 
rndl• l947 24.3 136.7 19.l 45.S 64.0 34.l 25.9 
lied.co l9l7 2l.7 lSS.O 34.l 65.4 37.0 82.1 32.J 
Colomb.fa 1899 ''·3 140.6 25.9 62.2 2B.O ao.s 39.l 
J•IHUJ 1•68 34.0 SJ.8 7.5 76.2 lO.• 97.1 32.l 
Greece 1822 35.l 64.4 7.2 71.9 35.J 64.4 38.J 
Finland 1809 35.4 52.8 3.8 73.l ll.7 93.9 48.J 
U.S.A. 1776 33.9 61.l 7.1 73.4 3.3 99.0 49.7 
SWeden l523 38.9 Sl.l 0.7 75.6 S.8 99.0 45.l 
Table 1. Demographic indicators. Sample 1. 
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the United States' intervention, but by .this date Japan was already a 
developed nation. 
Mexico prematurely gained its independence in 1810; more than 
a hundred years before t he culture was mature enough to be ready 
for a government or democracy. We selected 1917 as the year the 
people demonstrated their maturity by uprooting feudalism and 
adopting a liberal constitution. The conservative people looked to the 
Church for leadership, but the progressive people worked for a liberal 
constitution which brought about a civil war, 1857-1860. Mexico 
adopted its liberal constitution in 1917, 107 years after it had gained 
independence from Spain. 
Average age of population. Computed by totaling the product of 
the number of people for each five year age bracket, multiplied by the 
average age for that bracket, divided by the total population. Except 
for India, which is listed from 1976 data, we used 1979-1980 data 
(United Nations, 1980). 
Fertility. Computed as the number of live births per 1,000 
females age 15 to 49 years (United Nations, 1980). 
Rate of natural increase. Computed as the number of live births 
minus deaths per 1,000 mid-year population (United Nations, 1980). 
Life expectancy. Computed as the average life span of males and 
females (United Nations, 1980) . 
Population in agriculture. Computed as the total number in 
agriculture divided by the total population in 1979. "Agricultural 
population, defined as all persons who depend on agriculture for their 
livelihood, including their non-working dependents (Agricultural Devel-
opment Indicators, 1981 ). 
Literacy. Computed as the number of persons able to read or 
write at the fourth grade level, in each 100 persons of the general 
population above the age of ten (UNESCO, 1981). 
Females in third level education. Computed as the number of 
females attending Third Level education; universities, colleges, and 
special schools, divided by the total number of male and female 
students attending third level schools (UNESCO, 1981). 
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Analysis of the Data 
By scanning the eight columns of Table 1, Demographic Indica-
tors, Sample 1, we can observe either a positive or negative cor-
relation of each column of figures with the age of the culture, as 
indicated by its date of independence. The figures for each column, in 
general, either decrease or increase by small successive increments. 
But these small successive increments indicate a change affecting 
millions of people. India, alone, now has a population of ca. 700 
million. 
A statistical factor analysis of the data presented in Table 1 
indicates that all the increments of change are related to just one 
factor. The resulting eigenvalue for this factor was 6.52. The second 
potential factor's eigenvalue was 0. 77, well under the accepted cut-off 
of 1.0. Thus, there was just one factor accounting for the changes in 
Table 1, and 81.5% of its variability. 
Socioeconomic variables typically intercorrelate highly, as shown 
by McGranahan et al. (1972). These researchers developed a data set 
of 73 developmental variables for 115 countries and reduced these 
variables to 18 core indicators with a rationalized approach similar to 
our factor analysis. Then they combined these indicators into a single 
general index of socioeconomic development. 
There are several noteworthy differences between their study and 
this one. We have focused on maturation rather than socioeconomic 
development. As such, we include certain non-socioeconomic var-
iables such as date of independence and number of females in third 
level education. We also use factor analysis to show that just one 
factor or index accounted for most of the variance independently on 
two separate samples of countries as cross-validation. 
Referring now to Table 1, we inquire, "What is the one factor 
there?" 
Fertility had the highest statistical factor loading (0.95). Char-
acteristics of cultures are similar to those of people. The age a person 
is able to reproduce is one reliable measurement of physical matur-
ation, even more sensitive than chronological age. 
Average age of population had the second highest loading (0.94). 
The loadings of these two indicators suggest that age, development, or 
maturation might be the common element or factor involved in 
change. 
To gain a visual concept of the population of maturing cultures, 
see Figures 3, 4, and 5. The graphs plot the age of a population against 
the percentage of the population in each age bracket. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of age in Zambia, India, and Mexico. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of age in Finland, the U.S.A., and Sweden. 
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Figure 3 shows that most of the population falls in the young age 
brackets for Zambia, India, and Mexico. For example, nearly half of 
their people are under the age of 18 years, the age one strives to be 
self-sufficient. Notice the population diminishes rapidly as age in-
creases since the life expectancies for the three cultures are only 48.4 
for Zambia, 45.3 for India, and 65.4 for Mexico. The natural popula-
tion distribution of most young cultures follows that of Zambia and 
Mexico. India's deviation from the pattern shows the influence of her 
birth control program. By reducing the number of births, the 
percentages of the other age brackets automatically increase as seen 
in the graph, Fig. 3, and there is an increase in Average age, Table 1. 
However, this hasn't affected India's current motivational level as a 
''young" culture. 
Figure 4 shows the age distributions for a relatively young 
culture, Colombia, and two slightly older cultures, Japan and Greece. 
The number of births drops dramatically for the two slightly older 
cultures, Japan and Greece, and the mass of population is now in the 
middle age group, the productive age. 
Figure 5 for Finland, the United States, and Sweden shows a less 
dramatic change. Using percentage of births per 1000 population does 
not reflect the diminishing Rate of natural increase which for Zambia 
is 320 per 1000 population and has fallen in Sweden to 7 per 1000. 
Sweden is now promoting incentives to increase the birth rate of its 
population. For older cultures the over-fifty group increases. Life 
expectancy is now 75.6 years for Sweden compared to 48.4 years for 
Zambia. The over-fifty age group is an increasingly dependent age 
group in most cultures. 
Returning to interpreting the factor analysis, Population in 
agriculture, with the same loading as Average age of population 
(0.94) is considered third; it indirectly measures maturation. A very 
young culture may have as much as 90% of its population in 
agriculture. By the time the culture is mature enough to seek 
independence, 30% to 50% of the people will have left the land, seeking 
new opportunities to use their minds and work in a structured life 
style. 
Life expectancy, fourth highest loading, (0.93) may partially 
reflect mind state people's ability to overcome the external and 
internal stresses of life. Or in addition, there may be a longevity factor 
accompanying physiological developmental change from phase to 
phase which we do not understand. 
Natural increase is fifth (0.89) and reflects both Fertility and 
Life expectancy. But since Fertility decreases and Life expectancy 
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increases with the age of a culture, Natural increase is a check figure 
indicating population losses as a result of plagues, wars, and catas-
trophe, unrelated to maturation. (Note that the results were essen-
tially the same, whether we included this variable or not.) 
Literacy, the sixth highest (0.89), as a measurement is less 
sensitive because of compulsory education. It does, however, indicate 
the culture's broad readiness for education, which relates to matur-
ation. 
Females in third level education, seventh highest (0.87), 
measures the maturation of the culture to the degree that women 
have moved into the mind state and developed a readiness for 
advanced education. This measurement is similar to the percentage of 
males who leave the land as their readiness for the mind state 
develops. 
Independence or democracy date is the eighth (0.81). As 
discussed earlier, the date of independence is influenced by several 
factors other than the culture's maturation, but it is a relative, 
historically accepted date that gives us an objective starting point. 
DATA ANALYSIS-SAMPLE 2 
We are indebted to Morgan (1984) for collecting consistent 
demographic data for 67 countries that we used for our second 
sample. We made a cross-cultural comparison for 67 countries on the 
following variables: Births per 1000 population, females and males in 
higher education, females and males age 12-1 7 in school, female and 
male literacy, female and male infant mortality per 1000 live births, 
female and male life expectancy, female's percent of the work force, 
year of women's suffrage, and the rate of natural increase (as 
computed by us). These variables from Morgan are somewhat differ-
ent than those we used in Sample 1, but we feel this variation 
strengthens our proposition in showing further that maturation 
influences every aspect of the people's lives and every characteristic of 
their culture. 
Sample 1 had indicated "fertility" as having the highest statistical 
factor loading (0.95). We reasoned that the reproductive ability 
(number of live births per 1000 population) could be used to estimate 
the comparative maturation of a culture, roughly analogous to the 
counting of tree rings or carbon dating used in other sciences for 
computing age. 
Reproduction is influenced by stress-wars, famines, epidemics-
and these influences could alter the reproduction rate without 
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altering the maturation age. Even in a study in which we are dealing 
with millions of people, the ordering of the countries according to 
maturation (Table 2) is only approximate and should not be taken in 
an absolute sense. We assembled the table to give the reader a visual 
feel for the effects of maturation. 
To provide independent samples, we deleted the nine cultures' 
data we used in Sample 1 from Morgan's data in Sample 2. We also 
deleted seven countries' data in which the demographic data were 
divided among various ethnic groups within the country, or there 
were insufficient data. The variable, Females in higher education, 
was often incomplete; sometimes the data were given as the number 
of graduates of higher education, and sometimes as the number 
enrolled in higher education. In very young cultures, the figure given 
measures the number of people of an older culture. There are few 
pure cultures in the world; the data here are a general picture. 
Comparative Analysis of Sample 1 and 2 
Both Sample 1 and Sample 2 were submitted to principle 
components factor analysis, once, with the variable Natural increase 
(NI) omitted, and included a second time. The resulting eigenvalues 
from the factor analyses were as follows: 
Sample 2: 9.84 (NI included), 9.06 (NI excluded) 
Sample 1: 6.52 (NI included), 5.58 (NI excluded) 
This one factor (maturation) in Sample 1 accounted for 82% of 
the total variance and 76% of the total variance in Sample 2. The 
eigenvalues of a potential second factor were less than 1.0, the usual 
criterion, in all cases. 
The resulting loadings for each variable in both samples using 
Live births per 1000 population as the basic reference variable are 
shown below. Since some variables were defined differently in the two 
samples, please note we have given only the most closely related 









Births per 1000 popula-
tion 
Female literacy % 
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Kenya 53 22 40 58 10 30 76 90 58 54 33 1963 39 
Nig1ri1 50 ,. 24 • 15 144 170 49 46 40 1977 32 Saudi Arabia 49 27 20 32 19 41 142 158 49 47 5 31 
Zimbabwe <49 3 19 30 31 41 124 134 5$ 51 29 1979 34 
Afghanis tar\ 48 4 23 4 19 208 244 43 42 19 1965 27 
Sudan 48 20 12 25 4 2' 133 1.ca 48 '6 11 1964 30 
Libya 47 17 22 64 4 38 123 137 57 5' a 1963 34 
Nicaragua 47 41 47 57 58 115 128 57 54 22 1955 35 
Ghana 41 38 58 11 43 105 124 50 <47 42 1950 31 
Algeria .CG 35 64 14 42 134 150 57 55 7 1962 3l 
Nepal 45 21 4 17 5 33 138 128 41 43 39 1951 25 
Pakistan 44 21 6 18 8 24 139 145 52 52 11 1956 28 
Iran 44 33 40 67 26 69 103 123 54 53 14 1963 30 
Morocco 43 26 20 36 10 34 126 140 57 54 16 1959 29 
Guatemila 43 2• 32 38 54 71 81 59 57 14 1965 31 
Ecuador 42 34 52 56 70 78 66 74 62 58 27 1929 32 
Vietnam -41 33 45 45 78 78 103 127 49 46 45 1945 2l 
Peru 40 30 67 80 62 83 87 97 58 55 29 1933 28 
El Salvador 40 502 49 51 33 67 45 56 64 60 33 1946 33 
Egypt 38 •7 27 49 29 57 85 95 56 S4 8 1951 28 
Brazil 36 52 54 63 69 103 115 67 61 28 1932 23 
Venezuela 36 50 58 53 73 eo 40 so 68 65 30 1946 30 
Lebanon 34 55 70 58 78 61 68 67 6.3 25 1952 24 
Indonesia 33 36 32 42 49 71 129 152 52 50 34 1941 20 
Thailand 32 53• 29 39 70 87 61 75 63 58 47 1932 23 
Sri Lanka 28 38 S4 S4 68 sa 36 47 6S 62 25 1931 21 
Argentina 26 66 61 91 94 42 48 73 68 26 1947 17 
KorH 23 30 51 70 81 94 34 42 6S 60 38 1948 16 
Ireland 22 43 85 81 98 98 15 21 75 70 28 1918 12 
China 21 24 18 18 67 81 49 53 70 61 38 1921 15 
Chile 21 39 ~ ~ 87 89 38 42 69 62 36 1949 14 
Poland 20 56• 78 73 97 99 20 27 75 
,., 46 1919 11 
RuNnia 11 42 95 99 84 94 27 47 73 68 45 1946 8 
Cuba 11 42 63 67 80 71 22 21 74 70 31 1934 12 
Soviet Union 11 52 95 9$ 100 100 17 18 74 63 51 1917 8 
Portugal 17 44 54 57 u 78 35 43 72 68 41 1978 7 
Yugoslavia 17 45 79 90 71 92 35 43 78 u 36 1945 8 
Spain 17 52 61 67 a& 94 12 23 71 70 29 1931 9 
Hungary 1& 50 71 77 98 ti 21 33 73 i7 4~ 1945 3 
New Zealand 16 44 83 84 99 99 10 13 1$ a 24 1893 8 
Canada '' ... 90 a 98 98 13 18 77 70 41 1918 8 East Germ1ny 14 53 84 84 99 99 \4 18 7$ G9 50 1919 0 
France 14 42 8$ 79 97 97 10 14 77 69 44 194S 4 
Norway 13 50 89 aa 99 99 10 11 78 72 42 1913 3 
Italy 11 41 10 n 83 9$ 20 25 78 70 29 1945 3 
Netherlands 12 33 88 90 100 100 10 12 71 72 30 1919 .. 
Britain 12 37 8' M 99 99 12 11 75 69 42 1918 0 
Denmark 12 41 11 87 9t 99 1 10 77 71 38 1915 2 
Austria 11 39 72 70 99 99 11 20 75 61 39 1919 ·1 
Wast Germany ' 36 93 90 99 9t 17 2l 75 G9 31 1919 -3 •: median of source values. 1 : computed from aource dat1. 
Table 2. Demographical Indicators. Sample 2. 
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Sample 1 Sample 2 Variable 
(Continued from page 21. ) 
0.95 Male literacy % 
-0.96 Female infant mortality 
per 1000 live births 
0.93 (M&F) 0.95 Female life expectancy 
in years 
-0.95 Male infant mortality per 
1000 live births 
0.93 Females in school age 
12-17 % 
-0.89 -0.87 Rate of natural increase 
0.93 Male life expectancy, 
years 
0.82 Males in school age 
12-17 % 
0.87 0.61 Females in higher educa-
tion % 
0.73 Women's suffrage, year 
0.58 Females in work force % 
(M&F): Male and Female data were not separate in Sample 1. 
As can be observed, the five variables which are common to both 
Sample 1 and Sample 2 have loadings that are close to the same 
value. Females in higher education, which had a higher loading in 
Sample 1 than Sample 2 is misleading because 24% of its data were 
missing in Sample 2. Inserting the average for missing data weakened 
the relationship. 
Due to the high intercorrelation of variables in both samples, we 
repeated the factor analyses of both samples, excluding the variable 
Natural increase as it is algebraically partially related to the variable 
Births per thousand population. Results were essentially the same as 
shown here, with minor changes in factor loadings; such changes were 
limited to 0.04 in absolute value. No other variables were algebraically 
related; all were derived independently. 
A special note of clarification: Anyone reading the Maturation 
Chart of Demographic Indicators (Table 2) for other than statistical 
interest might find the maturation age of some of the countries 
incompatible with the historical age normally considered. We see the 
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maturation process as one cycle of phases following another, each 
cycle being from 1000 to 2000 years long. 
For example take Italy: The Roman Empire reached its apogee, 
late mind state, the first century AD. and fell in 4 76 AD., early spirit 
state. The long rest period that followed was an age of division and 
anarchy. In 962 AD. Italy was consolidated by Otto the Great, body 
state, and the country flowered with the Renaissance 1300-1600 AD., 
late mind state, a span of about 1400 years from the apogee of one 
cycle to the apogee of the following cycle. 
We can trace Egypt's history thro~gh three cycles: The first cycle 
flowered in the 14th century B.C., late mind state, and again in the 
first century B.C., a span of 1400 years. The people rose to be the 
commercial and learning center of the world, mind state phase, under 
the leadership of the Greek Ptolemys. Following another long period 
of inactivity and invasion, late spirit state, the Egyptians began to 
show restless energy and a nationalism, body state phase, early in the 
20th century and soon gained their independence. Currently, as a 
part of the United Arab Republic, the people are demanding books 
and education opportunities as they move toward the mind state, a 
total span of 1900 years. Male literacy is now 75% in 1986. 
Currently the Asian countries are beginning to show growth and 
patriotism. China, whose last apogee was in the 7th century AD., has 
matured through its rest period, a span of 1200 years. There is a 
strong movement for a change of religion and for education, a change 
from body to the mind state (Zizola, 1984). The literacy rate of 
surrounding Asian countries has grown fast . In 1960-80 literacy rates 
in Taiwan increased from 54 to 90%, in Singapore from 50 to 84%; in 
Korea, from 71 to 96%; in Sri Lanka, from 61 to 86%, and in Hong 
Kong, from 70 to 90% (Scofield, 1981). India, which flowered 6th 
century AD. is now feeling the rural exodus to the city, a change from 
body to mind state. Japan, with only 10% of its people in agriculture, 
is in the lead technologically (male literacy 99%), mind state, and is 
now the world's largest producer of automobiles (Jackson, 1986). 
The Maturation Chart of Democratic Indicators shows the 
general maturation age of all the countries' populations for the 
current cycle. Russia for instance, appears younger than we might 
have expected. Currently the Russian people are concerned that the 
large Asian population in its southeast provinces with their high birth 
rate will replace the current Russian people. The figures given in the 
chart reflect the total population of a country. We constructed the 
maturation chart, Table 2, to enable the reader to scan the columns 
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and see for him/ herself the gradual change of each variable with 
maturation. 
What is the one factor influencing change? All variables with high 
loadings have a common element related to the maturation process of 
developing cultures; therefore, we call the factor "Cultural Matura-
tion." Factor analysis, such as we used here, cannot determine 
causality, only correlatedness. Nevertheless, we want to take this 
additional step and postulate that this Cultural Maturation factor 
with its accompanying psychological motivations comes first histor-
ically, and the indicators listed are later outcomes. We believe the 
level at which a culture predominately operates on this Culture 
Maturation factor theoretically causes the variation shown in these 
tables. This developmental maturational factor for cultures spans 
millenia in contrast to the developmental maturational factor for 
humans over a span of a century. 
DISCUSSION 
The factor analytic results show that there is just one major 
factor accounting for the variability in our two samples of demo-
graphic data. Further, the pattern of factor loadings in each sample 
supports our interpretation of calling this factor "Cultural Matura-
tion." 
Now we need to show that there is a correspondence between the 
maturational factor in our two samples, and our previously developed 
motivational, maturational model of cultural change. 
Concerning our methodology, the technique of factor analysis is 
objective, and when the results of using it replicate, as they have from 
our Sample 1 to Sample 2, the factor structure represents and 
summarizes the data. Other investigators using our procedures with 
other data presumably would verify our results. However, factor 
analysis is blind with respect to interpreting the factor structure. The 
human investigator must interpret the factor structure and label its 
dimensions in accordance with perceived similarities/ differences in 
the structure and in accordance with previous research. In other 
words, factor analysis is an objective tool for data reduction, but its 
interpretation is subjective. 
On the other hand, our previous stylistic-thematic content 
analysis of art and history of ancient cultures was subjective. This 
does not mean lack of repeatability or lack of agreement. Surprisingly 
there was a high degree of agreement among authors in describing 
the same phase of an ancient culture; frequently they would even use the 
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same words independently to characterize a culture at a given time. 
Thus while our content analysis technique is subjective, using it 
produced objective agreement among art historians. 
Thus from a subjectivity/ objectivity viewpoint, factor analysis and 
content analysis are complementary techniques. They are mutally 
supportive as follows. 
The single biggest area of agreement between our previous model 
of cultural change and the factor analytic results herein is that of a 
single factor accounting for most of the variability in either the 
demographic data or the thematic art content data of our previous 
work This factor deals with maturation in different ways. In analyzing 
the arts, the themes shifted in predictable ways as the culture 
matured. In analyzing demographic data, this factor deals with 
declining birth rate, decline of people in agriculture, increasing 
literacy, and a more active role of women in the culture as the culture 
matured. However, we need to show that these two ways of looking at 
maturation are really looking at one and the same maturation factor, 
not two different maturation factors, one for changes in art content 
themes and another for demographic data. 
We believe that motivation is the key concept here in both ways of 
considering maturation. Psychologists are fond of stating that all 
behavior is motivated. Our questions th us become: What are the 
major motivations of people as their art changes predictably? What 
changes in psychological drive accompany changes in our demo-
graphic data factor? Are these changes in predominant motivation 
the same from art to demography? 
Our model states that as a culture matures, the major motivation 
of its people progresses through concern with physical aspects of life, 
then mental to finally intuitive (spirit) aspects. In our Sample 1, 
Percent of the population in agriculture had the second highest 
loading on the maturation factor. As measured by date of independ-
ence, younger countries had more of their population in agriculture 
than older countries. Few people would argue with the claim that 
agriculture is concerned with physical aspects of the environment. 
Thus "older" countries or cultures in Sample 1 had fewer people in 
agriculture as predicted by our cultural change model than did 
''younger" countries. 
More compelling than this are literacy figures and percent of 
children in school. Both our samples showed very high loadings on the 
maturation factor for the literacy variable. Older countries showed 
progressively higher literacy rates than did younger countries. The 
percent of children age 12 to 17 in school shows this to a slightly less 
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extent, as indicated by the yet very high factor loading. Thus as 
concern with physical aspects (agriculture) declines, concern with 
mental aspects (literacy and schooling) increases as our model 
predicts. 
The demographic data in Morgan's (1984) book do not provide 
any good indicator of the spirit (intuitive) state. We would need some 
measure like the percentage of people in the arts, music, or religion as 
their vocation. A moderately good measure (not highly so) according 
to our model is the percent of women in the work force and higher 
education. Typically over half the people in the work force in a 
country are men. The variable of Percent of women in the work force 
for Sample 2 showed a high loading on the maturational factor, with 
the interpretation that as a culture matured, progressively more 
women were involved in working than for younger cultures. Similar 
relationships hold true for the variables of the Percent of females in 
higher education and the Date of women's suffrage. Thus the factor 
analytic results provide mild support for our model's prediction that 
women in the spirit state are actively involved in the culture above 
and beyond producing children. 
In summary, we feel there are two major areas of agreement or 
overlap between our previous model of cultural change and results of 
factor analyses here: 
1. A single factor of maturation is the major source of variability in 
both studies. 
2. This maturational factor reflects changes in the collective motiva-
tional drive of the people from the initial concern with physical 
aspects of life, to mental, and finally to the (intuitive) spirit 
aspects. 
Thus we believe our maturational-motivational model of dia-
chronic cultural change is a reasonably good approximation to 
reality. Other researchers are invited to test and evaluate it for 
themselves. 
Finally, we want to list some implications and applications of t he 
model. With further research we feel these demographic indicators 
and resultant cultural maturational levels could be used to anticipate 
the following: ( 1) unrest and pressure for independence, (2) rural 
exodus to the city, (3) readiness for educational opportunities, ( 4) 
natural decline of birth rate, (5) women's interest outside of the 
home, (6) disinterest in military service, and (7) impracticality of 
numerous social services. 
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OBJECTIVE FORECASTS OF SOLAR 
RADIATION AND TEMPERATURE 1 
P. W. Heck2 and E. S. Takle3 
29-42 
ABSTRACT. Techniques of multiple linear regression are used to develop models 
for site-specific forecasting of solar radiation and temperature. Input for the 
regression models includes observed parameters and output of the National 
Weather Service Limited-Area Fine-Mesh numerical model. The models are tested 
on an independent data set, and their performance is compared with various 
alternative forecasting methods. 
Index descriptors: solar radiation, temperature, forecast, solar energy, fore-
cast model. 
INTRODUCTION 
Solar radiation is a meteorological variable that is not routinely 
forecast. This paper describes a pilot project to develop an objective 
method of site-specific forecasting of both solar radiation and 
temperature by using multiple linear regression models. The facilities 
of the Iowa State University Energy Research House (ERH), Ames, 
Iowa, have been used in conducting this research. If solar homes 
should become an important factor in the housing industry of the 
future , models such as these herein described could provide a 
microprocessor-controlled energy management system (a "smart" 
thermostat) with predictive information as well as current energy 
_supply and demand. If solar homes constitute a significant fraction of 
total dwellings in a community, the local utility company would likely 
consider a forecast model useful in predicting energy requirements 
and the need for back-up sources of energy. 
Comparatively little research has been done to date in the area of 
real-time solar energy forecasting. And most of the existing studies 
(Haurwitz, 1948; Lund, 1968; Iqbal, 1979; Cope and Bosart, 1982; and 
Yacowar et al., 1978) focus on the percent of possible sunshine as the 
1Journal Paper No. J-12227 of the Iowa Agriculture and Horne Economics 
Experiment Station, Ames, IA 50011 , Project 2521. 
2PRC Kentron, 303 Butler Farm Rd., Hampton, VA 23666. 
3Professor, Climatology and Meteorology, Departments of Agronomy and Earth 
Sciences, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011. 
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variable to be forecast which, according to Lund (1968), correlates 
with solar radiation. This may be so, but a model for predicting 
insolation directly, rather than as a correlative variable, should be a 
more functional parameter. Our model, therefore, is based on isola-
tion expressed in KWH/ m2 rather than percent of possible sunshine. 
In this paper the models developed describe only winter-type 
days, defined as those days with a mean daily temperature less than 
or equal to 40°F. Such models were chosen because of their direct 
pertinence to winter space-heating conditions. 
METHODOLOGY 
Models 
The objective of this paper, to predict temperature and solar 
radiation received on a horizontal surface as measured at the ERH, is 
achieved by using the technique of multiple linear regression. This 
technique uses the forward stepwise regression method (Glahn and 
Lowry, 1972). Multiple linear regression determines a relationship 
between a dependent variable (the predictand) and several independ-
ent variables (the predictors). An equation of the form 
~ 
Y = ao + aiX1 + a2X2 + ... + anXn 
is the result of the regression analysis where Y is the estimate of the 
predictand, the ans are the regression coefficients, and the Xns are the 
predictors. The ans are chosen to minimize the sum of the squares of 
the estimation errors for a development sample of size n, which has 
mean Y. The accuracy of the equation can be measured by 
computing the reduction of variance, R2, where 
n n 




(Yi -y ) 2 k 
j=l 
From this equation, it is seen that minimizing the estimation errors 
results in maximizing the R2. 
Data 
The data base consisted of observations of various meteorological 
parameters at the Energy Research House as well as subjective and 
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objective meteorological forecasts. The observations and forecasts 
were collected during the winter of 1982-1983. The observations were 
made by an automated weather station located on the ERH and were 
continuously computer recorded. 
Subjective forecasts, tailored specifically for the ERH, were made 
by a private forecasting firm at 9 AM each day and transmitted 
directly to our computer files. The forecasters were asked to predict a 
cloudiness category from 1 to 6, with 1 being clear and 6 being 
overcast. They also were asked to predict maximum and minimum 
temperatures for a 2-day period. 
The objective forecasts were collected from the numerical output 
of the National Meterological Center's Limited Area Fine-Mesh Model 
(LFM). This portion of the data base will be explained in more detail 
in the next sections of the paper. 
From this pool of observations and forecasts, a set of 37 winter-
type days was selected to develop the models. The number of 
observations used in the construction of both the solar radiation and 
temperature models varied from the initial 37 due to missing data. 
Predictands 
For our purposes, the predictands are site-specific wintertime 
values of both solar radiation and temperature for specific time 
periods ranging from 3 to 36 h (Tables 1 and 2) at the Energy 
Research House. Two sets of equations were developed, one for solar 
radiation and the other for temperatures. The solar radiation predict-
and for each nominal forecast time is the solar energy per unit area 
accumulated over a specific interval divided by the extraterrestrial 
solar radiation accumulated over the same interval (Takle and Shaw, 
1977). The six solar radiation model predictand labels with their 
respective accumulation intervals and nominal forecast time are 
listed in Table 1. 
The temperature predictands were the 3 PM and 7 AM local 
standard time (LST) temperatures, which frequently correspond to 
the daily maximum and minimum, respectively, and hence will be 
referred to as the TMAX and TMIN models. To extend the predictands 
to the following day, we constructed two additional models, TMAXN 
and TMINN as shown in Table 2. 
All of the models were developed to allow a 6 AM LST initializa-
tion; therefore, the nominal forecast time is simply the number of 
hours from model initialization to verification time. 
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Table 1. Solar radiation predictands. 
Nominal 
Predict and Accumulation Intervals (LST) Forecast Time (h) * 
SRT09 Sunrise to 9 AM 
9T03 9AM to 3 PM 
3TOSS 3 PM to Sunset 
SRT09N SRT09 next day 
9T03N 9T03 next day 
3TOSSN 3TOSS next day 
* from 6 AM initialization. 






Verification Time (LST) 
3AM 
7AM 
3 PM next day 













Table 3. LFM forecast predictors from 6 AM LST ( 1200 Greenwich 
Mean Time). 
Mean relative humidity of 1000-500 mb layer(%) 
Mean relative humidity of surface-940 mb layer(%) 
Mean relative humidity of 940-720 mb layer (%) 
Mean relative humidity of 720-500 mb layer (%) 
Vertical velocity at 700 mb (m/ s) 
Lifted index (a measure of stability) (dimensionless) 
Thickness of 1000-500 mb layer (m) 
Surface wind direction (degrees) 
Surface wind speed (m l s) 
Mean potential temperature of boundary layer (°F) 
Surface pressure (mb) 
Precipitation amount (in) 
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Predictors 
The regression procedure for both sets of equations drew predic-
tors from a pool of independent variables consisting of numerically 
forecast variables and ERH observations. 
Numerically Forecast Variables. The predictors of this type 
were output from the National Meteorological Center's Limited Area 
Fine-Mesh Model (LFM), a hydrodynamic model that numerically 
produces forecasts of various meteorological parameters (Table 3) for 
different locations throughout the United States at six-hour intervals. 
Des Moines, IA, is the LFM grid point nearest Ames for which 
forecasts are made. The small distance between Ames and Des Moines 
(55 km) was considered inconsequential for modeling purposes, so 
the Des Moines forecasts were used directly as predictors. In winter-
type situations, the wind tends to be from the northwest quadrant, so 
the upstream grid point forecasts for Sioux Falls, SD, and Omaha, NE, 
were included in the developmental samples. 
Some LFM predictors were modified for use in the regression 
models based on common observations for this area. For instance, 
only the north-south component of the wind direction was used as a 
predictor in the temperature equations. The rationale for this was 
that northerly flow almost always results in lower temperatures, 
whereas southerly flow usually brings higher temperatures. For solar 
radiation, the east-west component of the forecasted wind direction 
was used because east winds at Ames usually are caused by synoptic 
conditions leading to overcast skies, whereas westerly winds are more 
likely associated with clear skies. 
The forecasted relative humidities were also modified on the basis 
of correlations that we determined between measured relative humid-
ities and National Weather Service cloud observations. For example, if 
the relative humidity was below 40%, skies were observed to be clear, 
and if the relative humidity was greater than 95%, complete cloud 
cover occurred. The latter condition, however, did not hold in the 
boundary layer from the surface to 940 mb. Therefore, the percentage 
of cloud cover was considered a linear function of relative humidity 
from 40% to 95% above 940 mb and 40% to 100% for layer from the 
surface to 940 mb. 
ERH Observations. Several parameters measured at the ERH at 
model initialization time were included in the model development 
(Table 4 ). As with the LFM predictors, some of the ERH predictors 
were modified to more accurately reflect the physical situation. For 
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example, the wind speed was considered to be 0.0 mi s if the wind 
speed was less than or equal to 2.0 m / s. This approach was chosen to 
reflect the inaccuracies of wind direction measurements at low wind 
speeds. Wind directions were normalized in the same manner as the 
LFM wind directions. Several other predictors derived from ERH 
observations also were used, such as measurements of diurnal 
temperature ranges, which normally are indicative of cloud cover. 
OBJECTIVE FORECASTS OF SOLAR RADIATION 
Results of Regression Analysis. 
The solar radiation models developed by using the aforemen-
tioned scheme have exhibited promising reductions of variance. The 
rusults of the regression analyses for solar radiation are contained in 
Table 5. Two facts are evident from these results. 
1. The number of predictors required to achieve a particular 
reduction of variance decreases with the amount of time 
from initialization, which seems logical because of the de-
crease with time of LFM accuracy. 
2. The cumulative R2 tends to be smallest for the first period of 
both days. A probable explanation for these smaller values of 
R2 is discussed below. 
Table 6 identifies the variables and their respective cumulative 
reduction of variance used for the 9 AM to 3 PM solar radiation 
regression equation. This period supplies by far the largest contribu-
tion to the daily total energy. It is noteworthy that, in this case, the 
predictor most responsible for the total reduction of variance is the 
previous period's fraction of possible extraterrestrial radiation (i.e., 
persistence). This dependency upon the previous period's fraction of 
radiation is evident in all the solar radiation models except the first 
period of both days. AB previously ment ioned, these two periods, 
labeled SRT09 and SRT09N (see Table 1), also exhibited the smallest 
total reductions of variance. The time lag that exists between the 
previous day's fraction from 3 PM to sunset and the sunrise to 9 AM 
fraction evidently is sufficient significantly to decrease the correlation 
between the two periods, i.e. , atmospheric conditions often change 
overnight. These results suggest that the key variable in a solar energy 
prediction model is the cloud cover between sunrise and 9 AM. The 
results of all the solar radiation regression analyses are available 
upon request from the authors. 
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Table 4. ERH observed predictors. 
Dry bulb temperature (°F) 
Range of temperature from 12 midnight to 6 AM (initialization 
time) (°F) 
Range of temperature from 6 PM to 6 AM (initialization time) (°F) 
Absolute value of temperature range (°F) 
Dew point depression (°F) 
Wind direction (degrees) 
Wind speed (m/ s) 
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Previous forecast period's fraction of possible radiation (dimension-
less) 
Closest previous maximum or minimum temperature (°F) 
Table 5. Summary of solar radiation regression analysis. 
Cumulative Number of Number of 
Predictand Rz Predictors Observations 
SRT09 0.641 8 37 
9T03 0.819 5 37 
3TOSS 0.850 6 36 
SRT09N 0.691 3 33 
9T03N 0.799 4 33 
3TOSSN 0.758 2 30 
Testing of an Independent Data Set 
A set of 22 winter-like days, independent of the developmental 
sample, was chosen from the original data base to test the accuracy of 
the objective solar radiation forecasts. Table 7 contains the results of 
these model tests. The error associated with each equation is given in 
terms of root mean square (RMS) error in kilowatt-hours/ meter2 
(KWH/ m 2). The maximum number of KWH/ m 2 is given to indicate the 
relative size of the RMS errors. Examination of the RMS error 
percentage of maximum possible for each forecast period reveals that 
the model's forecasts for "today" (SRT09, 9T03, 3TOSS) are signif-
icantly better than "tomorrow's" forecasts (SRT09N, 9T03N, 3TOSSN). 
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Table 6. Solar radiation 9T03 model. 
Predictor Coefficient Cumulative R2 
1. Fraction of possible solar ra- 0.767 0.671 
diation from sunrise to 9 AM 
2. Omaha 6 AM LFM forecast of -0.00138 0.744 
boundary layer mean poten-
tial temperature 
3. Omaha 6 AM LFM forecas t of 0.0121 0.786 
wind direction (E-W compo-
nent) 
4. Absolute value of ERH tern- 0.0144 0.804 
perature difference from 12 
midnight to 6 AM 
5. Des Moines 6 AM LFM fore-
cast of lifted index 0.00934 0.819 
Intercept = -0.0545 
Table 7. RMS errors for solar radiation models. 
Maximum RMS Error RMS Error % 
Predictand KWH/ m 2 Possible KWH/ m 2 of Max Possible 
SRT09 0.15 0.03 20 
9T03 3.17 0.60 19 
3TOSS 0.68 0.13 19 
SRT09N 0.15 0.06 40 
9T03N 3.17 0.96 30 
3TOSSN 0.68 0.19 28 
Comparison with Alternative Forecast Models. To test the 
functional veracity of our models, comparisons with performance of 
several other types of solar radiation forecasts were made. The 
alternative forecast methods considered were: 
1. Subjective forecasts (SF) supplied by a meterological consult-
ing firm. The forecasters were asked to predict a cloudiness 
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category ( 1-6) that depended on cloud coverage and thick-
ness (1 being clear, 6 being overcast). These cloudiness 
categories were then transferred to an equivalent forecast of 
solar radiation to facilitate comparisons. 
2. Climatology (CLIMO) forecasts based strictly on long-term 
averages taken from Takle and Shaw (1977). 
3. Persistence (PERSIST), a forecasting method that assumes 
today's forecast intervals will have the same fraction of 
extraterrestrial radiation as yesterday's 3 PM to sunset 
interval. Only one-day persistence was used, so this model 
produces only forecasts for "today." 
4. A persistence climatology regression model (PERSIST2) using 
the method of Cope and Bosart ( 1982). 
5. A forecast that considers the fraction of extraterrestrial 
radiation to be the amount associated with a consistently 
partly cloudy sky, CAT3. 
The results of these comparisions are depicted in Table 8. As shown, 
the regression model is superior in forecasting for "today," whereas 
none of the methods is significantly better than the others for 
"tomorrow's" forecasts. One important result is that the regression 
model tends to perform just as well as or better than the subjective 
forecaster (SF). Also noteworthy is that the model tends to be 
superior to a climatological forecast (CLIMO). 
OBJECTIVE FORECASTS OF TEMPERATURE 
Results of Regression Analysis 
The temperature forecasting models that have been developed 
are more promising in terms of reduction of variance than the solar 
radiation models. The results of the regression analyses for the four 
temperature models are contained in Table 9. The cumulative R2s are 
not only higher but more uniform than were the solar radiation 
values. Also, the number of chosen predictors remains relatively 
constant, ranging from four to five for all four models. 
The results from the regression model for forecasting the min-
imum temperature 25 h after model initialization (TMIN) are listed in 
Table 10. The previous maximum is the predictor most responsible for 
the cumulative reduction of variance. For both minimum-temperature 
models (TMIN and TMINN), the closest previous maximum was their 
most important predictor. By contrast, for both maximum-
temperature models (TMAX and TMAXN), the LFM boundary-layer-mean 
Table 8. Root-mean-square errors for the six different solar radiation forecasting methods. 
SOLAR 
RMS Errors (KWH/ m 2, Cat) 
Nominal 
Forecast Max 
Forecast Time KWH/ m 2 Regress 
Variable (Hours) Possible Model SF Persistl Persist2 Climo Cat3 
SR to 9AM 3 0.15 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 
9AMto 3 PM 9 3.17 0.60 0.74 1.80 0.87 0.97 1.08 
3 PM to SS 12 0.68 0.13 0.15 0.38 0.20 0.24 0.25 
SR to 9N 27 0.15 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 
9to 3N 33 3.17 0.96 1.04 0.97 1.10 
3 to SSN 36 0.68 0.19 0.20 0.24 0.27 
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Table 9. Summary of temperature regression analysis. 
Cumulative Number of 
Predictand R2 Predictors 
TMAX 0.912 4 
TMIN 0.923 5 
TMAXN 0.906 5 
TM INN 0.909 4 
Table 10. TMIN temperature model. 
Predictor Coefficient 
1. ERH TMAX (i.e., the previous 0.558 
maximum temperature) 
2. Des Moines LFM forecast of -0.510 
Lifted Index for 6 AM 
3. Omaha LFM forecast of 940-720 0.171 
mb mean relative humidity for 
6AM 
4. Omaha LFM forecast of 1000- 0.187 
500 mb thickness for 6 AM 
5. ERH model initialization tern- 0.154 
perature (6 AM) 
Intercept = 1.28 
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Table 12. Root-mean-square errors for the four different temper-
ature forecasting methods. 
TEMPERATURE 
RMS Errors (°F) 
Nominal 
Forecast 
Forecast Time Regress 
Variable (Hours) Model SF Persist Climo 
TMAX 9 5.2 2.8 9.5 9.8 
TMIN 25 8.8 6.4 12.8 17.2 
TMAXN 33 6.9 5.3 
TM INN 49 8.6 8.0 
potential temperature was the primary predictor rather than the 
closest previous minimum temperature. The regression analysis results 
for all the temperature models are available upon request. 
Testing of an Independent Data Set 
The accuracy of the four temperature models was tested by using 
the same 22 days, all independent of the developmental sample, that 
were used to verify the solar radiation models. Table 11 contains the 
results of the temperature model verifications. The RMS errors in this 
case are given in degrees Fahrenheit. The RMS errors point to the fact 
that the two forecasts of minimum temperature are less accurate 
than the two maximum-temperature forecasts. This behavior can be 
expected because of the unpredictability of both the extent of mixing 
and local topographical effects at night when the wind speed 
normally decreases. 
Comparison with Alternative Forecast Methods. Comparison 
was made of the regression model with the following alternative 
temperature forecast methods: 
1. A subjective forecast (SF) supplied by a private meterological 
consulting firm. 
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2. Persistence (PERSIST) which assumes today's maximum and 
minimum will be the same as yesterday's maximum and 
minimum. 
3. Climatological (CLIMO) averages of the maximum and 
minimum. 
When the RMS errors of the temperature regression model are 
compared with other forecasts of maxima and minima (Table 12), the 
results are disappointing. It is obvious that the subjective forecasts 
consistently perform better than all other forecasts, including the 
regression model. It would appear that: (1) minimum-temperature 
forecasts are more difficult than maxima for all forecast procedures, 
including human forecasts, and (2) the RMS errors of the regression 
model are more comparable to the subjective forecasts as the nominal 
forecast time increases, and are less than those for persistence and 
climatology. 
The temperature model, though with evident weaknesses, obvious-
ly is superior to climatology (CLIMO) and persistence (PERSIST). 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The solar radiation models that have been developed are more 
elegant than alternative forecasting methods. All the solar radiation 
models, except tomorrow's sunrise to 9 AM (SRT09N) model, have 
lower RMS error percentages of maximum possible solar radiation 
than all alternative methods tested. The model's superiority over 
other methods shows a definite decrease as the nominal forecast time 
increases so that not all of "tomorrow's" model forecasts are signif-
icantly better than the alternative methods. 
This temperature model is better than climatology and persist-
ence. It fails to exhibit superiority over the human forecasts since 
these themselves are based on a variety of numerical models for 
guidance. The RMS errors of the temperature models are larger than 
those of the human forecaster, but the error fluctuations of both 
methods tend to exhibit the same behavior. 
The superior performance of the solar radiation models that were 
developed with a relatively small data base suggests that a better or 
more sophisticated solar radiation model is possible. Were such 
models perfected, forecasters would have numerical products to 
guide them, thereby creating a man-machine mix analogous to the 
procedures currently employed by meteorologists for forecasting 
temperature. If this man-machine mix were fully exploited, the errors 
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of the subjective solar radiation forecast should decrease to levels 
comparable to or better than those of the objective forecast. 
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ABSTRACT. A number of elements of the contemporary conflict between food 
processors and dietary reformers reflect themes first raised by Sylvester Graham, 
a popular lecturer on dietary reform in the 1830s. His dietary system, grounded in 
scripture and vitalism, provided a rationale and discipline that appealed to the 
growing urban class of his day. A brief biography of Graham is given, his religious, 
scientific, and dietary ideas are explained, and some of the sources of his ideas are 
examined. Reasons for the continuing appeal of elements of Graham's system are 
proposed. 
Index descriptors: dietary reform-history of; role of urbanization, science, 
and theology in; psychological elements important in dietary reform. 
INTRODUCTION 
Food technologists measure the nutrients in their products by 
careful analysis. The appeal of their products is gauged on hedonic 
scales, and a myriad of rats are sacrificed to demonstrate their safety 
to humans. These measures, however, only leave much of the public 
unconvinced of product safety, attractiveness, or nutritional value. 
Instead many consumers are demanding natural food produced by a 
benign agriculture that does no violence to the land-nutritious food 
processed by honest methods that do not require the benefits of alien 
chemicals for its preservation. Such consumers are skeptical of food 
that is made for pleasure rather than nutrition, and they are skeptical 
of scientists who are beholden to large food corporations and 
consider their experiments slanted. Today's food technologists con-
tinue to contest dietary philosophy with the spiritual heirs of 
Sylvester Graham, and the issues are at best a draw. For it was 
Graham who first showed how scientific information could be 
marshalled in support of dietary ideology, and it was Graham who 
first worked out a concept of a "natural" diet that had wide appeal 
and a "scientific" rationale. Advocating a vegetarian diet, he success-
fully attacked the primitive food industry of his day, primarily the 
commerical bakers and butchers, and many issues that he raised are 
being debated today. 
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Sylvester Graham died on September 11, 1851 , and the New York 
Times, which had just begun publication, carried his obituary in its 
first edition (New York Times, 1851). He was the first of a long line of 
American food reformers. His name is immortalized in Graham flour 
and Graham crackers, though now few can identify him or under-
stand why his name is attached to these products. Graham himself 
generally is forgotten because much of the science on which his 
concepts were based has been discarded, and the ideologies about 
diet that he espoused have been replaced by new ones that have 
greater appeal to modern minds. But in spite of his present obscurity, 
Graham wielded an immense influence in his day. 
GRAHAM'S EARLY LIFE 1 
Sylvester Graham was born July 5, 1794, in West Suffield, 
Connecticut. He was the seventeenth and youngest child of Rev. John 
Graham Jr., a Presbyterian minister. His father was 72 at the time of 
Sylvester's birth and died two years later. Sylvester's mother, Ruth 
King Smith Graham, was John Graham's second wife. The children of 
John Graham's first wife seemed to prosper after his death, but the 
children of Ruth Graham faced austere times, and Mrs. Graham, 
unable to cope with her problems, fell into depression. By 1801, the 
court appointed guardians for Sylvester and two of his young sisters 
because of the deranged state of their mother's mind. Sylvester, a 
neglected, nervous, sickly child, was passed from relative to relative. 
Attempts to educate Sylvester and fit him for a trade led to 
repeated disappointment. At 12, he was sent to New York to school, 
but he did not like it and returned home. He tried farming for a while, 
and once his mother obtained a job for him with a papermaker, but 
he lasted only four weeks at this. He traveled with a horse dealer and, 
for a short time, was a clerk in a count ry store in New York. His 
relatives considered him rattle-headed and thoughtless. 
At about 16, Sylvester developed symptoms of tuberculosis, and 
he was sent to live with his recently married sister, Harriet, in 
Middlebury, Vermont. About this time, he had the first of several ill-
starred love affairs in which he pictured himself as full of "pure 
sentiments," but others, especially the girls' parents, found his behav-
ior unacceptable. 
At 19, he finally began to educate himself with the aid of a tutor, 
and, on the recommendation of this worthy, decided to become a 
teacher himself. Tackling the job with zeal, he seems to have followed 
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the teaching profession for several years, but his career was frequent ly 
interrupted by periods of poor health. 
At some point he evidently joined the family of his brother 
Charles in Newark, New Jersey, which was then a country village. 
Charles was prospering in the world and, in Newark, provided a home 
for his mother and three sisters. Probably it was here that Sylvester 
had a more serious love affair with a Miss Wyckoff. Her family at first 
befriended him, but his behavior soon led to the alienation of the 
Wyckoff family. At 27, tormented by rejection, he made his way to 
Albany to stay with his recently married sister, Elizabeth. 
Shortly thereafter, in 1823, Sylvester had a short but stormy 
encounter with higher education at Amherst Academy, a preparatory 
school for Amherst College. He had turned to religion in the aftermath 
of his blighted love affair, and he entered Amherst in preparation for 
the ministry, as usual in ailing health. Here, Graham seems typically to 
have made a few friends and many enemies. His enemies criticized 
him for his "emotional elocution" and called him a "stage-player" and 
a "mad enthusiast." He was also accused of leading a life devoted to 
parties and girls and wasting his time writing poetry and drawing 
pictures. Before the semester was over, Graham was expelled on the 
charge of "assaulting" a young lady. Graham claimed that he had 
merely "spoken to her." 
Graham next turned up in the small town of Little Compton, 
Rhode Island, ill as usual. He was nursed back to health by the two 
daughters of a sea captain, Oliver Earl, and on September 19, 1824, he 
married Sarah, the elder daughter. He now began seriously devoting 
himself to the ministry and studied under the Rev. Emerson Paine 
who had officiated at his marriage. He was ordained an evangelist by 
the Mendon Association in Massachusetts on November 18, 1828, and 
served a Presbyterian congregation in Belvedere, New Jersey, for a 
short time. In 1828, the first of his children was born, a daughter , 
Sarah. In 1829, he was called as minister to the Bound Brook, New 
Jersey, church, and here, a second child, who died in infancy, was 
born. 
Graham had been an advocate of abstinence from alcoholic 
beverages for some time. When he began to preach on this subject at 
Bound Brook, he seems to have alienated much of his congregation. 
Soon he left to become an agent of the Pennsylvania Temperance 
Society. He worked for this society until 1831 , when he resigned from 
the ministry and began to earn his living as a public lecturer. 
Graham's career on the public podium lasted from 1831 to 1839. 
He lectured chiefly in the region from Maine to Pennsylvania. His lectures 
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expanded from temperance to include diet, hygiene, and sex because 
he was now convinced that the consumption of alcohol was only one 
of the ways that people abuse their bodies and damage their moral 
fiber. In his lectures on diet, hygiene, and sex, Graham was truly a 
pioneer, and he found a public eager to appropriate new "scientific" 
ideas about these subjects into their daily lives. Public attention was 
focused on Graham and his ideas by the cholera panic of 1832, when 
many persons turned to him in hopes of avoiding the much-feared 
epidemic. During the 1830s, Graham also began to publish books 
based on his lectures (Graham, 1834a, 1834b, 1838). 
GRAHAM'S IDEAS AND THEIR ORIGIN 
Graham's teaching and the theory behind it are foreign to 
modern thinking, with the consequence that some view Graham as a 
pretentious crackpot (Deutsch, 1967). Others, however, observe that 
some of his advice makes sense in the light of modern nutritional 
knowledge (Root and de Rochemont, 1976; Farmer, 1985). Such 
instances of agreement seem more a matter of luck than insight 
because no one presently seriously accepts the premises of the 
Graham system or believes they are capable of leading us to 
enlightenment. The 1980s, however, have seen a renewed interest in 
Graham by scholars who, extending earlier studies, have analyzed 
Graham's ideas and their historical context (Carson, 1957; Cole, 1967; 
Money, 1985; Naylor, 1942; Nissenbaum, 1980; Sokolov, 1983; Shryock, 
1966; Whorton, 1982). The far-reaching influence of Graham's ideas 
on 19th century sexual behavior particularly has been emphasized. 
I believe that Graham's system was successful because it was 
devised to meet the needs of t he "consumers" of his day when the 
urbanization of America was beginning. Many of these needs persist in 
modern urbanized America and can be illuminated by an examination 
of the origin and anatomy of the Graham system. 
Graham himself believed that he had devised a theoretical system 
that made it possible to cure all physical and mental disease, end 
crime and immortality, and extend the life of mankind to multi-
century spans. On the integrity of his system, or as he called it, The 
Science of Human Life (Graham, 1839), he rested his claim to fame. It 
may seem extraordinary that Graham thought to bring about such 
far-reaching results by improved diet and hygiene, but such a view 
was in keeping with his time. Issac Newton had achieved spectacular 
success in devising general physical theories, and many physicians 
and biologists believed that they could devise a general theory of 
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disease (Shryock, 194 7). Graham lived in an optimistic age when 
many people believed in the perfectibility of the world and mankind, 
and reform movements such as temperance, abolition, and new 
religious denominations to accomplish these goals sprang up on every 
hand (Cross, 1950). As Newton had deduced physics from mathemat-
ics and laws of motion, Graham sought to deduce the proper diet and 
good hygiene from postulates of chemistry and physiology and from 
biblical tradition. Unfortunately he vastly underestimated the com-
plexity of biological systems and overestimated the ability of his 
premises to supply answers. 
In resting his system on the twin pillars of science and scripture, 
Graham considered both as supplementary revelations of God. How-
ever, his views of the scripture were hardly the simple Calvinism of his 
father. Graham believed that, in the scriptures, God had been limited 
in His ability to reveal Himself by the primitive condition of mankind's 
ability to understand His revelations. But now, supplemented by the 
revelation of God in science and explained by none other than 
Sylvester Graham, mankind was on the brink of a new age. 
Graham's interpretations of scripture are scattered throughout 
his writings, but it is in the Philosophy of Sacred History, the last of 
Graham's books published in part in 1842, that his views are most 
completely developed. In three volumes and 456 pages, Graham had 
only gotten through the Exodus and the delivery of the Ten Command-
ments. But for Graham, this was the most important part of the 
scripture. His interest was focused on the Old Testament with its 
stories of creation, long-lived patriarchs, and dietary laws. The series 
was completed in 1854 by Henry S. Clubb, an admirer of Graham's, 
who discovered a rough draft of the unpublished manuscript and 
edited it for publication. 
Graham reflects the popular religious movements of his day in his 
belief in the perfectability of the human race and in his early relation 
to the temperance movement (Cross, 1950). Theologically he seems 
closest to the Universalist and Unitarians. His religion and dietary 
systems were designed to save people for this world and not the next. 
He rejected the popular revivalism of his day, and, in the contagious 
emotionalism of the revival meeting, he found an explanation of how 
epidemic diseases could be spread by emotional overstimulation. 
Graham rejected the pessimistic idea that mankind is hopelessly 
tainted with original sin. He believed that immorality sprang naturally 
from the animal component in our natures. This inherent weakness in 
our characters is not a reflection of lack of ability on God's part, but 
results from a tradeoff. To make mankind with the desired properties 
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of free will and independence, an animal nature that urges us to 
possible wickedness is inevitable. Even an omnipotent God cannot do 
the self-contradictory, Graham argued. Anyway, our wickedness, he 
claimed, is but a temporary stage as God's laws inevitably bring about 
the perfection of mankind. 
Graham's idea of God is not much like t hat of the traditional Jews 
and Christians who conceive God as continually inserting Himself into 
the affairs of mankind. Graham's God is more like that of the Greek 
philosophers and Deists-the original cause of things. According to 
Graham, God devised a mechanistic universe, which He left to run by 
appropriate laws until they brought about His will. God is not full of 
anger or love but is serene. Obviously there is little role in such a 
theology for the usual redemptive and reconciling roles that Jesus 
plays in most Christian theologies, and in general Graham had little to 
say about Christ. 
The interaction of these concepts can be seen in Graham's version 
of the Garden of Eden story, a story that obviously fascinated him and 
formed a base for much of this theology. Graham did not question the 
reality of Adam and Eve as a modern skeptic would. Adam and Eve 
supplied the necessary origin of mankind for Graham. But he had no 
reservations about questioning other parts of the biblical record when 
it suited his purpose. For example, the serpent that tempted Eve was 
not a real creation of God. Rather, the temptation that Eve felt was 
the stirring of her animal nature within her, and the serpent was a 
symbol of this desire. Likewise, God hardly became angry and cast the 
disobedient Adam and Eve from the garden in retaliation. Instead, in 
succumbing to their animal desires, Adam and Eve automatically 
became estranged and alienated from God by the laws that God made 
to operate the universe. 
One of the chief conclusions of the Graham system is that 
humans are by design meant to be vegetarians, so an obvious problem 
was the scriptures' lack of a clear-cut stand on this fundamental 
issue. Indeed, the central task of The Phi losophy of Sacred History 
was to supply a rationalization for the instances where the scriptures 
seemed to allow the consumption of meat and alcohol. Graham 
insisted that such instances were accommodations to the corrupt 
human condition at the time the scriptures were received and were 
not an accurate reflection of God's position on the subject. Indeed, 
according to Graham, it was the introduction of meat consumption 
that shortened the life span of mankind so that we do not live to the 
multicentury standard of the antedeluvian patriarchs. And of course, 
the forbidden fruit that started off all the trouble was not the 
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knowledge of good and evil but "decayed vegetable matter" -Graham's 
old enemy, alcohol. The forbidden fruit must have been decayed 
because the food God supplied Adam and Eve in its pristine state 
must have been perfect. Everything that God supplied for Adam and 
Eve in Eden was perfectly adapted to their needs. And the decay 
resulted from the immutable workings of the laws God had made to 
operate the world-if that is any consolation. 
But it follows that if mankind is not inherently wicked or 
alienated from God, we do not need to wait for a Christian millenium 
to regain paradise. Paradise is within our grasp if we return to the 
dietary and hygienic habits that Graham believed Adam and Eve 
practiced before the fall. If we return to the consumption of natural 
vegetables and fruit and give up alcohol, we will regain, not only 
health, but innocence! 
Why should one believe this interpretation of the scriptures and 
suppose that the end to so many years of suffering and degradation 
was at hand? Because the biblical message had been clarified by the 
advances of French physiology and worked into a coherent system by 
Sylvester Graham! 
Graham seems to have formulated his ideas about diet and 
health during the early 1830s when he was in Philadelphia working 
for the Pennsylvania Temperance Society. Philadelphia was the site of 
two medical schools and was a center for medical training in the 
United States. A translation of Broussais' Treatise on Physiology 
Applied to Pathology appeared in Philadelphia in 1828, and Graham's 
account book shows that he purchased a copy between 1829 and 
1831 (Naylor, 1942). Broussais was a minor figure in the advance of 
physiology, but American medical schools were interested in him and 
his teacher, Xavier Bichat because their ideas supported those of t he 
American physician, Benjamin Rush (Nissenbaum, 1980). John Bell, a 
physician who helped in the publication of both the English transla-
tion of Broussais' work and Graham's temperance lectures may have 
introduced Graham to these physiological concepts (Sokolov, 1983). 
Broussais' importance to physiology was short-lived, and he faded 
into obscurity after 1830, but his ideas were adopted by Graham and 
defended by him until his death. 
Broussais' treatise ( 1828) reveals that he was a vitalist, and, 
according to this doctrine, living beings are governed by different laws 
from those governing inanimate objects. Living beings have an 
inheritance of vital force which is expended to keep at bay the forces 
of the inanimate world. The natural laws of the inanimate world take 
over immediately on the death of a living object and bring about its 
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decay. Broussais thought that the capacity of this vital .force is limited 
and must not be wasted in useless agitation. The vital force can be 
preserved by avoiding unnecessary stimulation; indeed, overstimula-
tion is the precursor to disease and debility. 
In the digestion of food , the vital powers have to be expended to 
convert the nonliving food into the vital t issues of the eater. Thus, 
digestion and diet are key elements in maintaining good health. From 
Broussais' doctrine, Graham could rationalize his temperance posi-
tion. If alcohol is a stimulant, this can account for its deleterious 
effects on the human body. But it follows that other stimulating 
substances must be equally evil. Thus, the acceptance of Broussais' 
premise led Graham out of his temperance role into that of a lecturer 
on general health and diet. 
It is difficult to trace many of the factors that led Graham to the 
formulation of the "Science of Human Life" because his ego seemed to 
require him to emphasize his contribution to the system and under-
play the role of others. Thus, one would scarcely be aware of the 
central role of Broussais' ideas from reading Graham's books. No 
theologians are cited as contributing to Graham's "Philosophy of 
Sacred History." As a result of this minimal referencing, it is difficult 
to determine what otherwise influenced Graham to become an 
exponent of vegetarianism. Graham himself seems to have been a 
vegetarian in the early days of his marriage while living in Bound 
Brook (Naylor, 1942). Possibly, he picked up the idea from a group of 
vegetarian Christians in Philadelphia led by the English clergyman, 
William Metcalfe (Carson, 1957; Whorton, 1982), but Graham justified 
his vegetarianism on the basis of physiology rather than scripture. 
There were a number of people in Europe advocating vegetarianism 
during this period (Nissenbaum, 1980; Whorton, 1982), but their 
justification for their practice was quite different from Graham's, and 
it is not possible to connect Graham to these European vegetarians 
directly. 
One source that obviously influenced Graham a great deal was 
Discourses on a Sober and Temperate Life by Luigi Cornaro, a 
Venetian who was born about 1464. Graham published a translation 
of this work in New York in 1833. It is not clear where Graham 
acquired the expertise in Italian to translate this work, but if he had a 
helper, no credit was given. 
Cornaro wrote various sections of his work at the ages of 83, 86, 
91 , and 95. He tells of suffering from ill health as a youth as a result of 
riotous living. Finally, the fear of death forced him to adopt a more 
temperate habit. By self-experimentation he found the food that 
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agreed with him (bread, gruel, broth, eggs, some meats, fish, fruit, and 
unaged wine), and he consumed these foods with consistent modera-
tion. He also cultivated calmness and avoided excessive emotion or 
stress. Cornaro obviously enjoyed his old age, and he suggested that 
others could benefit similarly by adopting his habit of life. He died in 
1566 full of years and self-satisfaction. 
The parallels between Cornaro's sickly youth and his own must 
have been striking to Graham, and Cornaro's experience supported 
the central importance of diet to health and the vitalist teaching of 
Broussais. Unfortunately, Cornaro advocated drinking a modest 
amount of wine, and he did not wholly avoid meat. In his introduction 
to Cornaro's work, Graham warns his readers of the dangers of these 
deviat ions on Cornaro's part and the incompleteness of Cornaro's 
understanding. 
An event that seems to have influenced Graham's thinking was 
the appearance of Kasper Hauser in Nuremberg, Germany, in 1828 
(Graham, 1839). Hauser seemed about 17 when he appeared, and he 
was believed to have spent his entire childhood alone, locked in an 
underground chamber, and living on brown bread and water. Hauser's 
story had an almost legendary effect. Here was a person innocent of 
the corrupting influences of civilization, the long-sought natural man. 
He was murdered shortly after he appeared in Nuremberg, and 
romantic stories were circulated suggesting that he was the illegit-
imate offspring of neighboring nobility and had been hidden away to 
protect his mother's reputation (Von Feuerbach, 1833). 
It is not easy to say whether Hauser's experiences became models 
for some of Graham's ideas or merely confirmed theories that Graham 
had already formulated. At least, Hauser's experience verified that it 
was indeed possible to live and prosper on a simple vegetable diet. 
Hauser reportedly found meat revolting. Graham formulated the 
theory that becoming a meat eater is like becoming addicted to a 
drug. God has built warning systems into our bodies so that when we 
consume a toxic substance such as meat, our first reaction should be 
nausea. But by persisting in eating meat, little by little one accustoms 
oneself to the toxic effect and learns to enjoy the stimulation of the 
substance, and, thus an unhealthy habit is formed. 
Hauser also reportedly avoided strong sensations of all kinds. 
This could be taken to support Broussais' theory that strong sensa-
tions waste the vital reserves as well as fitting in with Graham's 
theory of a natural warning system in the uncorrupted individual. 
Hauser also was reported to have extraordinarily keen perception as 
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one would expect from Graham's theory in uncorrupted individuals 
(Von Feuerbach, 1833; Graham, 1839.) 
Other persons cited by Graham (1883) were primarily authors of 
travel books who made observations about the diet and general 
health of the populations that they visited. One fact that obviously 
required some explanation from Graham was that much of the 
population of India had lived for several centuries without eating 
meat, yet they were not noted for their vigor and longevity. Graham 
suggested that the benefits of their vegetable diet were negated by the 
overstimulation of their spicy cuisine and overindulgence in sex. 
From the premises he had selected, Graham was able to deduce 
an ideal regimen that he believed would restore people to health of 
body and mind and to moral uprightness. One must avoid those foods 
that were stimulating and taxed the vital reserves. These were 
primarily meat and alcohol, but one also must avoid spices, salt, tea, 
and coffee. Fats were considered difficult to digest, as were foods 
permeated with fats such as fried foods and pie crusts. 
Natural food such as fruits and vegetbles are designed by God for 
human consumption and therefore are ideal, but this ideal balance 
can be destroyed by mechanical separation. Thus, flour is degraded by 
sifting out the bran. This process leaves the overstimulating starchy 
fraction in too high a concent ration. One might suppose that the 
rather complex process of making wheat into · bread would be 
considered unnatural and unhealthy, but Graham saw no contra-
diction here as long as the flour was whole. Indeed, he could wax 
poetic over the domestic scene of bread baking. It has been suggested 
that such domestic scenes were singularly lacking in his own hap-
hazard childhood (Nissenbaum, 1980). There was one reservation, 
however. The bread should not be eaten hot from the oven. Food at 
body temperature causes the least stress, and time must be allowed 
for the alcohol produced by the yeast to evaporate. 
In minimizing drain on the vital reserves, Graham also advocated 
strictly limiting sexual activity. The excitement of sexual stimulation 
was considered dangerous. Possibly, Graham could verify this from his 
own disastrous love affairs. Besides his lectures on diet, Graham also 
was noted for his lectures on sex. He particularly was concerned 
about masturbation by young men and suggested that this kind of 
behavior was aggravated by an overstimulating diet (Graham, 1834b ). 
His lectures to women on sex were highly controversial and, in one 
instance, caused a near riot. It is not likely that his lectures were 
scandalous or even very informative. His "Lectures to Young Men on 
Chastity" are quite vague about anatomy and practice. He turned the job 
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of lecturing to women on sex over to female lecturers as soon as 
possible (Nissenbaum, 1980; Sokolov, 1983; Money, 1985). 
Graham believed that many impurities are secreted from the 
body through the skin. Thus, it was important to clean the body 
surface frequently, expose the body to fresh air, and wear loose 
clothing to facilitate this aeration. Graham's teaching possibly has had 
a significant influence on American bathing customs (Shyrock, 1966; 
Cole, 1967). 
Like Cornaro, Graham advocated modest exercise and a cheerful 
spirit to minimize drain of the vital reserves. Like God, the ideal 
human cultivates serenity. Following Kaspar Hauser's example, one 
should avoid strong odors and other kinds of strong sensory stimula-
tion that might cause pain or disturb one's serenity of mind. 
THE GRAHAMITES 
Although Sylvester Graham himself was too egotistical to become 
the effective leader of a popular movement, those that embraced his 
teaching organized "physiological societies," founded magazines, and 
opened boarding houses and grocery stores to cater to those wishing 
to follow a Grahamite diet. Graham's followers tended to be business-
men and artisans who recently had moved to the urban centers in 
which they worked (Nissenbaum, 1980; Sokolov, 1983). Their mag-
azines such as the Graham Journal of Health and Longevity and the 
Water-Cure Journal overflow with an optimism about the nature of 
mankind and the limitless possibilities of education and reform. 
William Tyler (1833) tells of going to a Graham boarding house and of 
the collection of abolitionists, zealots, and reformers whom he found 
there. Obviously, Graham appealed to many who were open to new, 
scientific ideas and believed in the possibility and desirability of 
reform. 
GRAHAM'S LATER YEARS 
By 1840, Graham's lecture career had ended. This seems to have 
been partly because of his own poor health and partly because of his 
inability to get along with the people who were attracted to his ideas 
and whose support he needed. He retired to Northampton, Massachu-
setts, where he continued his writing. A third child, Henry, had been 
born in 1833, and the last of his children, Caroline, was born in 1840 
and died at age four. The death of this child was a bitter blow to 
Graham. In Northampton, Graham became something of a town 
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character, writing letters to the local newspaper commenting on the 
behavior of his fellow townspeople, answering his critics, and giving 
advice to Daniel Webster on the slavery issue. Daily, he paraded 
across town in his dressing gown to take baths in Mill River, even in 
winter. At some point, his wife rejected his teachings and took up 
meat eating and alcohol (Trall, 1851). Local citizens watched him and 
gleefully noted inconsistencies in his behavior. Poems and letters 
written during this period reflect his feelings of isolation and 
alienation from friends and relatives (Carpenter, 194 7; Graham 
papers, Northampton Historical Society). As an obituary of Graham in 
the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal (1852) accurately put it, 
"He wore out everybody who listened to him." 
THE CONTINUING APPEAL OF GRAHAMISM 
During the period in which Graham's popularity flourished, 
America was beginning a process of accelerating urbanization. Urban 
populations are divorced from the production of their own food and 
depend on commercial channels. The commercialization of food 
processing and distribution introduces more possibilities for decep-
tion and adulteration. Commercialization of food processing and 
distribution also gives people a greater opportunity to choose what 
they will eat. In such a context the questions of what one should eat 
and what constitutes an ideal diet become relevant for the general 
population. Various thinkers came forward with answers. Besides 
Graham there was Edward Hitchcock (1830) who like Carnaro 
advocated moderation in eating. William Alcott seems to have 
reached much the same conclusions as Graham, and at times seems 
to have resented Graham's getting all the credit for them (Sokolov, 
1983; Whorton, 1982). 
The urbanization of America that was beginning in Graham's time 
has been greatly extended. Few Americans now produce their own 
food, and even the farm population gets most of its food already 
processed at supermarkets and restaurants. Thus, it is not surprising 
that the issues that Graham dealt with concern consumers today, and 
a number of elements of the Graham system are meeting con-
temporary needs. Obviously these are not the postulates that Graham 
selected so carefully from the scriptures and Broussais or the details 
of his deductive reasoning. Rather they are elements that Graham 
seems to have included in his system almost unconsciously and that 
still help consumers answer the question, "What should we eat?" Once 
a person has met certain nutritional conditions this question becomes 
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primarily a question of values, and people turn to myth, philosophy, 
and religion for answers. Many seem to find great satisfaction in 
correlating their diet with other more general values.2 A number of 
values of enduring appeal were implicit in the Graham system, and in 
this sense Graham's ideas about diet still influence us today and have 
served as a pattern for nearly all subsequent dietary reform. 
A Disciplined Life 
The first enduring element of Graham's system is the appeal of a 
disciplined life. Graham's ideal diet was focused upon restrictions. The 
person that brings no values to the selection of food save pleasure is 
open to temptation to excess which can bring enslavement and ill 
health. Moreover, legends like that of Midas, whose touch turned 
everything to gold, instruct us of the ultimate defeat that comes from 
the absolute attainment of our desires. On the other hand, the sober 
and temperate life advocated by Luigi Cornaro and a host of others is 
not necessarily one of deprivation. It can bring many satisfactions 
such as a sense of being in control of one's body, desires, and destiny. 
It also can bring a sense of self-righteousness, that ultimate seduction 
of the human mind. In those crises when we become dissatisfied with 
hedonistic pursuits and with ourselves, Graham and subsequent 
dietary reformers have been prepared to offer a discipline and 
rationale for our behavior. 
Dietary restrictions and the discipline they entail have been 
important elements in the socialization and cohesiveness of many 
religious groups and today seem to serve the same purpose in dietary 
reform groups and weight-loss groups. A cuisine and culture invariably 
grows up around the groups' special foods and their preparation. This 
helps maintain the identity of the group and separateness from 
outsiders. For example, it may not be a coincidence that the 
reproachment of the Roman Catholics with their Protestant neighbors 
in the United States coincided with the Catholics' abandonment of 
dietary restriction related to red meat on Friday. 
Food technologists who measure the appeal of their products 
only on hedonic scales would do well to remember that the person 
who helps us satisfy our lusts is called a panderer and is a figure of 
universal scorn. This quaint custom made it possible for Graham to 
turn the scorn of his followers on the bakers of his day, for they had 
pandered to people's base desire for bread made from white flour. In 
doing so, they had upset the natural balance in wheat created by God. 
Accused of this sacrilege, the hapless bakers of Boston rioted in 1837 
and tried to silence Graham (Cole, 1967). Subsequent health reformers 
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have frequently used this tactic against food processors who make 
appealing products that may be less than ideal for consumers' health 
and safety.3 
Authority 
If our dietary choices are to be more than arbitrary, we need a 
source of authority. This is particularly t rue if we are to restrict 
ourselves to a sober and temperate life and claim the rewards of self-
denial. Before Graham's time, dietary restrictions generally were 
justified for religious reasons. The secon d enduring element and 
possibly the most significant thing about Graham's system is that it 
cited science as well as biblical authority. Such scientific authority 
was dominant because the scriptures were interpreted and modified 
if necessary in the light of science. Graham's "science" was author-
itative and rigid. It was not experimental but deduced from premises 
supplied by Broussais and the scriptures. Graham never did a 
physiological experiment. He never thought of the parts of his system 
as hypotheses that could be tested or refined. He did expect his 
system to be demonstrated by the longevity of his followers and 
published testimonials by persons who believed that they had been 
restored to health by following his system (Graham, 1834a), but one 
senses that such testimonials were to convince others and not 
himself. 
People often have used science as a support for such author-
itative systems or ideologies. It is natural for those who accept an 
ideological system as true to look to science for support. If one 
believes one has the truth, one's ideas must necessarily be supported 
by honest inquiry and experimentation. It is a small step further to 
suppose that the science that supports one's ideology is correct and 
that which does not is in error and, thus, to use science dogmatically. 
Practicing scientists nearly always resist this approach. Scientists say 
that one should reject ideology, examine t he data as impartially as 
possible, and devise a theory to fit the facts. The current controversy 
over the teaching of creationism in schools is illustrative of such 
dogmatic use of science. 
Almost invariably since Graham's time, food reform has regarded 
itself as scientific and cited scientific evidence as authority. The 
science cited has almost always been used to support an ideology 
rather than to generate hypotheses to be tested. This dogmatic use of 
science also has been a continuing weakness in food-reform move-
ments. More than anything, Sylvester Graham desired lasting fame 
and appreciation of his system, but the authoritative use of science 
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makes a fragile system. Science is a continuing revelation, and a 
system based on science as dogma collapses as science changes. As a 
result, food-reform movements have little sense of history. Citation of 
authoritative positions of the past that have become outmoded, 
weaken the present system. So poor Sylvester Graham lies forgotten 
by those who continue his campaign against processed, hedonistic, 
and synthetic diets, and his importance to food-reform movements is 
noted chiefly by those of us who are skeptics. It seems the ultimate 
irony. 
Naturalness 
The third enduring element of Graham's system was the appeal of 
naturalness. Possibly this concern to be attuned to nature derives 
from our urban lifestyle. Urbanites are divorced from many contacts 
with nature, and this may produce feelings of alienation. Since cities 
have been growing throughout most of history, many city dwellers 
have been and are new to the city and remember a rural childhood. 
Possibly the childhood environment in retrospect seems safer and 
more appropriate. Aside from this, we all can sense the beauty and 
majesty of the natural world. We feel weak in trying to control nature 
and frequently experience the side-effects and unforeseen con-
sequences of our tinkering. The legends of Prometheus, who stole the 
divine fire and gave it to mankind, and Frankenstein, whose attempts 
to create life went awry, tell us that attempts to control nature will 
bring on the wrath of the gods and produce hideous monsters who 
will come to haunt us. 
Graham's system relieved the tension of our alienation from 
nature. His physiological and theological insights revealed how one 
could live in harmony with nature as God had intended. For Graham, 
science was not a threat to nature through bad technology but a new 
revelation of God that reopened the doors to the Garden of Eden, so 
the angels with flaming swords no longer barred the way. 
Subsequent dietary reforms generally have resolved our anxiety 
about being natural by telling us how we can live in harmony with 
nature, usually on the basis of some scientific authority. Today our 
concept of what is natural is more likely to come from ecology than 
the scriptures, and this probably is the greatest conceptual shift that 
has occurred since Graham's time. There is a passage in The Science of 
Human Life that warns us against environmental degradation, but 
primarily Graham saw as natural that which God had created. Today 
the natural is conceived as coming from the interplay of a network of 
biological cycles. Mankind is part of this network and depends upon 
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it. The interplay of these cycles is robust but can be and is being 
poisoned by the synthetic-the product of that Promethian fire-and 
the synthetic also can poison our food supply. 
Vegetariasm 
The final enduring element of Graham's system is vegetarianism. 
The appeal of this idea has been less frequ ent and consistent than the 
other Grahamite elements, but vegetarianism continues to arise anew. 
Probably in Graham's time the consumption of meat called attention 
to itself as a dietary danger because meat is a dietary component that 
is particularly susceptible to spoilage. It was not apt to survive the 
rigors of a primitive food distribution system in very good condition. 
Moreover, many infections and intoxications can be spread by 
consuming meat. It was for t he practical end of good health by 
avoiding overstimulation that Graham advocated vegetarianism. But 
the emotional appeal of vegetarianism seems to arise from our 
identification with the animals that we must kill for our food. We 
befriend and make pets of individual animals, and their welfare 
become of great psychological importance to us. We also project our 
fear of death on animals, and t heir struggles to escape death arouse 
our sympathies. The conceptual weakness of such vegetarianism is 
that we are uncertain what kindness to animals in general would 
consist of and how mankind could exercise such a responsibility. Also 
vegetarianism is fundamentally a rejection of our natures as omini-
vores and may violate our sense of what is natural. If we are to be 
attuned with nature, vegetarianism requires us to embrace a roman-
tic, nonviolent concept of nature that many find unrealistic consider-
ing the frequent violence one can observe in the natural world. 
Graham's system tapped this ambivalence toward the slaughter 
of animals and resolved the intellectual problems about vegetar-
ianism. Vegetarianism was ordained by God and was necessary for 
mankind's well being. The evidence that humans are omnivores was 
flatly denied on the authority of Sylvester Graham who had carefully 
read about and considered the anatomical evidence. Many subsequent 
dietary reformers have exploited our ambivalence about killing 
animals for food and have resorted to a variety of intellectual 
justifications. 
CONCLUSION 
This history and analysis suggest that conflict is almost inevitable 
between a food processing industry oriented to profits and hedonism 
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and groups of consumers that wish their food to symbolize a deeper 
moral commitment of some sort. Communication between the two 
groups has been poor. Food scientists have usually questioned the 
scientific authority of food reformers, and the latter have questioned 
the integrity of food scientists. Possibly a historical perspective can 
lead to a better understanding and more civilized dialog. 
Food reformers might think what it would mean for food 
corporations to try to become the bearers of morality. I suppose food 
companies can go beyond honest labeling and exclusion of toxic 
substances from their products to foster moral themes in their 
products and advertising. But before I believe that this will result in a 
better world, I need to know how companies will arrive at such moral 
stances and avoid mere self-interest and hypocrisy. I need to know 
how the interests of those who disagree with the moral stances of the 
majority will be protected if the practice of taking moral positions by 
food companies becomes wide-spread. Also food reformers who feel 
alienated from nature and who wish to lead a disciplined life might 
consider more carefully where the guilt should be projected. 
Food scientists might recognize that reformers play a legitimate 
moral and psychological role in our society even if they treat scientific 
evidence in different ways and use it to different ends than food 
scientists. 
And let us all occasionally think of Sylvester Graham. He would 
have appreciated it, and his system still affects us in ways he never 
would have anticipated. 
NOTES 
11nformation on Graham's life was compiled from Carpenter, 1947, a bio-
graphic sketch in the 1883 edition of Graham's Lectures on the Science of Human 
Life, Graham's letter to Genius of Temperance, 1831 , and Naylor, 1942. Most of our 
information on Graham's youth comes from the biographical sketch published in 
1883. No author is given, but it probably was a family member. 
2Statements confirming the correlation of diet and lifestyle are common in the 
public press. For example, a writer in the Iowa State Daily has become convinced 
that "our natural state is the most perfect one. When we come in contact with 
anything incompatible, we suffer." His interest in yoga, running, and environmental 
issues is accompanied by warnings against "chemically saturated foods, .. . late 
night pizzas, and ice cream sundaes; greasy hamburgers and fries , along with 
alcohol, coffee, and cigarettes." He tells of his experiences with fasting to "cleanse 
the body of toxins" (Calarco, 1985). 
3This technique has been extraordinarily effective, and Graham's postulate 
that, in such instancees, it is the producer rather than the consumer who is guilty 
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is seldom questioned. This concept of responsibility and guilt for one's product 
probably was adopted from the temperance movement. One can be guilty 
according to this Grahamite concept if one has pandered for profit to the public's 
desires and has not made the public welfare one's first concern. This moral 
standard, although seldom questioned directly, seems incredibly high to most food 
manufacturers when applied to their product. For example, it is with the same 
sense of injured innocence exhibited by the Boston bakers that dairy producers 
heard Ellen Haas of Public Voice lambast the dairy industry "for not providing 
more lowfat products, for keeping too many self-serving high-fat-products in the 
marketplace, and for not disclosing all the fat levels in (their) products" (Trudeau, 
1985). 
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ABSTRACT. District heating in Iowa developed in the early part of this century 
expanded to include at least eleven systems. Over the years, all but two of these 
systems have been terminated. A variety of decisions, related to the operation of 
the system but unrelated to their closing, ultimately resulted in the closing of nine 
of the eleven identified systems. 
Certain functioning and closed systems are described. Actions taken which 
caused some of the closings are described. It is reasonable to suggest that we may 
ultimately have no district heating systems unless actions are taken to prevent 
similar situations resulting in the loss of these energy conserving systems. 
Index descriptors: district heating-Iowa; energy conservation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Policy relative to district heating in Iowa is the subject of this 
paper. In the recent past a number of Iowa communities have had 
district heating systems. 1 There were once eleven such operating units 
in lowa.2 Two of them are still in operation.3 
A number of Iowa district heating systems existed thirty years 
ago. These systems were operating under conditions determined by 
the economic conditions of the times. Rational decisions at a partic-
ular time such as conversion from coal to oil or natural gas, 
conversion from cogeneration to heat generation only, and decisions 
relating to system maintenance and to the building of larger electrical 
generation plants distant from the heating systems have resulted in 
the ultimate closing of many of these energy-saving systems. This 
study points to the need for greater knowledge when such decisions 
are made. Perhaps greater public input, both funds and knowledge, 
into the decision could result in determinations more beneficial to 
goals of energy efficiency. 
It is desirable to reconsider the development of district heating . 
systems, both old and new, to help energy deficient states of the 
midwest that are seeking ways to avoid high cost fuels and the 
resultant capital transfer to energy rich states. Thus, this study is an 
*Department of Political Science, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011. 
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effort to examine the nature of "district heating" in Iowa and to 
explain the reasons for the decline of such systems. Cases studied 
here indicate a termination of a substantial number of district heating 
systems in recent years. The bases for terminations appear to be ill 
defined and not necessarily planned. Rather, t hey appear to be based 
upon prior decisions made under other circumstances; these, then, 
ultimately led to the decision to end the service. 
These terminations, four of which occurred in the recent past 
(1980-84), were made in the face of efforts in other states to develop 
new district heating systems. These new systems are being developed 
because of evidence which has clearly shown that district heating is a 
significant way to conserve energy. 
DISTRICT HEATING EFFICIENCY. 
Much energy is wasted through electrical generation. (The max-
imum energy recovery of the medium used in electrical generation is 
40%; the norm is from 25-35%.) The remaining energy-steam and hot 
water-is lost as heat, which must be dissipated. District heating 
systems seek to recover part of the remaining energy through 
distribution of hot water or steam to various needs, i.e. , commercial 
and industrial uses, public buildings and private dwellings. Some 
district heating systems are structured for heat only. Through district 
heating, the useful energy gained from the medium is increased from 
25-35% to 70-90% depending upon the efficiency of the system. 
Economics of district heating include: better utilization of existing 
energy sources; space saving-buildings using district heating save 
some space otherwise required for furnaces and boilers; and reduced 
risk of fire through lowered fire insurance rates. 
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS 
The evident environment benefits to district heating include the 
confinement of air pollution to a single source for the area served. 
Such a confinement allows for the dissipation of the pollutants 
through one high chimney or the control of the pollution, at the 
source, through the pertinent technologies. This makes it possible to 
use energy media such as coal or solid waste which, if otherwise used, 
are greater pollutants than natural gas. The Iowa examples indicate 
that the conversion from coal to oil or natural gas negated some of 
the coal-use benefits. 
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EXAMPLES OF DISTRICT HEATING 
Under conditions of energy shortage, it would appear that public 
policy should encourage the continuation of existing systems and the 
development of new systems wherever feasible. A number of groups is 
pushing for the development of new district heating systems in the 
United States.4 Minnesota has a number of district heating systems 
operating within the state, and a state agency is developing additional 
systems that include downtown St. Paul and parts of Moorhead. One-
third of downtown Minneapolis is heated by district heat. 
Energy conscious European countries are developing new systems 
and expanding existing systems. Urban centers in France, West 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and the Soviet Union depend 
upon district heat for commercial, residential, and public buildings. 
Copenhagen district heating heats some 40% of its commerical 
structures-its larger apartment buildings, schools, and hospitals. 
District systems heat 65% of Helsinki. 
The description of the technology of the Iowa systems is pre-
sented here with the general explanation of the current nature of the 
systems to give the reader some indication of the varieties of 
technology used. 
Cedar Rapids 
Cedar Rapids epitomizes the most successful survivmg district 
heating system in Iowa. The system dates to 1896, when it was 
installed in a modest fashion downtown during the early years of 
Iowa Electric Light and Power, the system's current operator. This 
system is being updated and services are being expanded. 
The steam system is an open-ended one which originates at a 
power plant located about one-half mile from the core of t he 
downtown area. A 116 megawatt coal-fired power plant co-generates 
steam at two pressures. The low pressure system runs at ten pounds 
per square inch. A high pressure route is maintained at one hundred 
pounds per square inch and serves seventeen commercial customers 
year round. Process steam is supplied to, among others, Quaker Oats, 
National Oats, Cargill, and Mercy Hospital. Another institutional 
customer to which the system provides steam heat in the winter 
months is Coe College. The furthest distance that steam is shipped in 
the Cedar Rapids network is the thirteen-block distance from t he 
power plant to a hospital. 
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Spencer 
Spencer is the second operating district heating system in Iowa. 
The municipally-owed system was established in the 1910-20 period 
as a co-generating system and in 1965 converted to steam for heat 
only. It is a low pressure, closed system that heats the business 
district of forty customers. 
After the association of customers served by the system con-
cluded it was worth keeping, they sought methods to upgrade and 
retain the system. Recent planning has resulted in changing the 
system to economize on energy. Summer service was terminated. 
Stearn pressure was reduced to a minimum, and on-line time is being 
staggered to meet peak loads with off-time during no load periods, i.e., 
3 a.rn.-6 a.rn. Hence, the Spencer system appears viable for the near 
future. 
TERMINATED DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEMS 
Sioux City (the best documented case) 
This northwest Iowa city has a district heating system which 
dated back to approximately 1900. Sioux City's system incorporated 
both a high- and a low-pressure steam arrangement. The low-pressure 
segment that operated at one to ten pounds per square inch was the 
mainstay of the system. Installed by a now defunct utility concern, the 
original system was used only during the winter months. Iowa Public 
Service, Incorporated (IPS) bought this system in 1922 and operated 
it until it was terminated in 1980. The high-pressure portion fed 
steam year around to industrial customers. This part of the system 
was developed by IPS in the late 1940s and had four industrial users 
who received large quantities of process steam. 
At its peak in the rnid-1950s, the Sioux City system served over 
500 customers. Over 75% of the city's business district was heated by 
the system that originated at a now-dismantled electrical generating 
plant in the heart of the downtown area. The furthest distance that 
steam was transported was about twenty blocks from the plant. 
Originally co-generating steam and electricity using a coal-fired 
system, the plant later converted to fuel oil. 
According to IPS officials and the Iowa Commerce Commission 
(ICC), conversion of the electrical generating station to oil and the 
deterioration of the network of steam-carrying pipe were the two 
chief causes for the heating system's demise. A study of the system in 
197 4 by IPS resulted in the firm's request to the ICC for permission to 
terminate the system. The utility's arguments during the Commission 
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hearings in 1979 were chiefly the following: ( 1) Converting the aging, 
inefficient Kirk Station plant from coal to fuel oil to meet EPA's 
regulation on stack emission would have required charging steam 
customers at higher rates than if they had converted to natural gas or 
electric furnaces. (2) The cost of the restoration of the deteriorating 
steam pipe network would have been prohibitive. The company 
pointed out that, since the construction and operation of their new 
large generating plant, the downtown plant had been producing only 
steam for the heating system, and the resulting elimination of the co-
generative aspect of the operation was a major factor in driving up 
the cost of operating district heating. (3) The company stated that 
due to urban renewal, etc., they had steadily lost customers over the 
years, their clientele reduced to 170. 
Opposition to ending the system was initially strongest from the 
steam heat customers in downtown Sioux City. Opponents argued 
that not only could they literally be left in the cold if IPS shut down 
the system but also that the cost to them in installing furnaces in 
each building, the prob.Iems caused by a situation in which a limited 
number of heating contractors and design engineers available in the 
Sioux City area would all be called upon at roughly the same time, 
and the short length of time available to convert heating arrange-
ments would combine to put customers in an untenable position. By 
using over 50,000 cubic feet of natural gas per day, the downtown 
steam users were fearful that they would be put into the interruptible 
service category. Earlier, IPS had proposed installing a network of 
electrode boilers throughout the downtown area to keep the steam 
system alive. Even though two were installed, the proposal was not 
implemented. 
Finally, the system was shut down. When the Iowa Commerce 
Commission gave its permission to end the arrangement, they pro-
vided that all the steam customers be put on an uninterruptible 
service basis as some compensation for the problems caused in 
converting to individually installed furnaces from a system which had 
been in operation for over seventy-five years. The district heating 
system in Sioux City ended service July 1, 1980. 
Sibley 
The system was installed at about 1900 and was a self-contained, 
two-pipe steam heat arrangement. Surplus steam heat was created as 
part of a 4500 kilowatt generator fueled by coal or natural gas. The 
mains were contained in concrete tunnels five to six feet under the 
city's streets and carried steam to approximately one-hundred customers 
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at a pressure of 125 pounds per square inch. The network included a 
pipe for condensate which returned to the plant under vacuum. 
The Sibley system was originated by a group of the town's 
business and civic leaders who were disturbed by the wasted heat, 
pooled their financial resources, and installed the grid. Later taken 
over by the city (as the founders had intended) , at one time it served 
over one-hundred-and-fifty customers. In debt about $750,000, follow-
ing a study which proposed that the system be closed, it was 
terminated in 1984. 
Perry 
The Perry system originated in 1898 and utilized a coal-fired 
plant that co-generated electricity and hot water for both commercial 
and residential customers. At its peak in about 1945, their system 
distributed heat to about 200 customers. 
Perry's network served about an equal number of commercial and 
residential customers. Only two downtown buildings were not served 
by the system. The power plant was converted from coal to fuel oil 
and nat ural gas during the 1930s. The system's pipes for carrying the 
hot water began with a ten-inch service line into each structure. 
Buried two to three feet deep with an isolating valve at each city 
block, hot water was pumped through the pipes at fifty-five pounds 
per square inch. The furthest heated building from the generating 
plant was about one mile. The Iowa Electric Light and Power 
Company system in Perry billed customers on the basis of the size of 
their radiators and the BTU rating per square foot. Among other 
customers, the Perry system heated the Chicago and Northwestern 
Railroad depot. 
District heating in Perry was terminated due to boiler inefficiency 
and deterioration, a constant electrolysis problem with the hot water 
pipes, and, according to one source, one year of spotty maintenance 
on the delivery system. According to the plant engineer, a decision not 
to replace the boiler system in 1962 determined that the plant would 
ultimately be shut down. By 1976 or 1977 the turbine at the Iowa 
Electric plant in Perry had run its course as a useful mechanism, and 
the boiler was used only for heating. Electr icity was obtained through 
the Iowa Electric grid. The system with approximately 165 customers 
still using it was closed on June 14, 1981. 
Spirit Lake 
About 1929 a new electric generating plant was built in Spirit 
Lake. By 1933 the plant's operator, North Western Light and Power 
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Company, put into use a steam district heating operation. Unlike 
many of the other systems in Iowa, the operation in Spirit Lake was a 
one pipe non-venture system. It operated under low pressure (from 
three to fifteen pounds per square inch) and originated in an eight-
inch main at the plant, graduating down to a six-inch line and a two-
inch line into each structure using the system. The condensate was 
then "dumped" after having been utilized. 
Orignally, the Spirit Lake system was dependent upon an oil-fired 
power plant. In 1940 the system switched to natural gas. Later, 
electrical generation was provided by a separate set of diesel plants, 
and the original boilers provided solely for the steam system. In 1954 
the network was bought by Iowa Electic Light and Power. At its peak, 
the system had about sixty customers. The Spirit Lake heating system 
was terminated in December 1980. 
Boone 
A concern known as Iowa Railway and Light installed the Boone 
system during the late 1920s. It served 80% of the commercial section 
of the city and a scattering of residential customers. The arrangement 
used hot water and was a "closed" or two-pipe system which reused 
water many times. In this version, steam was generated from a coal-
fired power plant, then fed into a heat exchanger to create hot water 
that was pumped into the pipe network at thirty to forty pounds per 
square inch. The heating main was a six-inch pipe that led to 
entrance pipes of two inches. The return line was smaller. This 
network was buried at a depth of five to six feet and was valved every 
few blocks. The system's billing process was based upon the square 
footage of heat radiation in a nine-month heating season. 
Although the Boone system had about 150 customers, t he 
switchover from coal to fuel oil as the boiler fuel by Iowa Electric, 
which operated this arrangement, led to its demise in 1962. 
COMPARING SYSTEM DECISIONS 
The two operating systems have made recent policy decisions 
which have resulted in both systems remaining viable. First, the Cedar 
Rapids companies non-decisions: (1) not to convert from coal to 
natural gas or oil; (2) no decision to convert from cogeneration to 
heat only and decisions to upgrade, i.e., maintain the system-have 
resulted in that system's continued viability. 
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Spencer's municipal system managers recent conference with its 
customers resulted in changing the system to make it more effective, 
resulting in determination of both the municipal officials and cus-
tomers to keep the system operating. 
In contrast the Sibley system undercharged its customers over an 
extended period of time, resulting in an accumulated debt of over 
$500,000. At the same time deteriorating conditions of the system 
pointed to a substantial investment needed to keep the system 
operating. The debt and the maintenance costs resulted in the 
decision to terminate the Sibley system. 
Limited information from defunct systems suggests that rational 
economic decisions at one time resulted in conditions that did later 
damage to the economic viability of the system. For example, 
economic sense suggested that it was cheaper to buy electricity from 
a larger, more efficient system in Sioux City and Perry. Therefore, co-
generating systems were converted to heat producing only. 
SUMMARY 
This study is an initial examination using limited resources. A 
larger study should be developed which would identify existing and 
potential systems and propose ways in which they could be developed. 
In the four examples of terminated district heating systems, 
factors which resulted in the terminations include: 
1. Conversion from coal-fired to gas- or oil-fired systems. 
2. Construction of larger electrical generating systems. 
3. Conversion from co-generation to heat generation only. 
4. Failure to maintain the systems. 
5. Failure to charge enough to keep the system maintained. 
6. Rumors of closing resulting in the unwillingness of new potential 
users to use the system. 
7. Lack of inter-system communication resulting in a wide variety of 
systems and a failure of systems to benefit from experience of 
other systems. 
8. In the case of Sioux City, urban renewal resulted in the loss of 
customers. 
Most of the above decisions which appeared to be rational when made 
resulted in conditions which ultimately resulted in the closing of these 
district heating systems. 
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The evidence cited here indicates the development of public 
policy contrary to the current, energy conservation policy. Through 
fragmented non-decision making and, in some cases, decision making 
by design, numerous instances of energy saving potential have been 
lost. 
District heating, it would seem, is a system whose time has again 
come. Its energy efficiency advantages have been outlined above. In 
the United States, cities and towns in Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, and 
Pennsylvania are either expanding or newly installing district systems. 
One question which we feel must be pursued is why arrangments 
already in place, such as those studied in Iowa, have been allowed to 
deteriorate and be terminated. 
The high costs associated with the change, in many locations 
from coal to oil and natural gas, as the fuel for the primary co-
generation system is a readily understandable factor. According to an 
Iowa Commerce Commission staff member, the demise of district 
heating is attributed chiefly to: (1) the growth of the use of natural 
gas, a clean, efficient, and varied-use fuel which replaced coal and fuel 
oil and the ensuing limitation on its use in the wake of the 
international "realization" of an energy crisis, (2) economic induce-
ment, due to fuel rate reduction, to install more and more individual 
natural gas furnace systems, (3) urban renewal and the tendency to 
equip new downtown buildings with independent furnace or boiler 
systems, perhaps in anticipation of the ultimate demise of the district 
heating system. Anticipation of systems closing down resulted in 
customers terminating and converting to individual systems. 
It also seems, upon examination, that the costs associated with 
the choice of fuel and the maintenance of such systems are com-
pensated for in the benefits of efficiency resulting from the distribu-
tion of heat to many from a source which creates excess heat as a 
byproduct. A specific example of the possible countervailing effects of 
restoration and modernization of an aging district system which had 
been ended in favor of structure-by-structure heating is that of Sioux 
City. The Iowa Public Service report on the closing of the district 
heating in Sioux City stated that it would cost $1.5 million to 
refurbish the power plant and the heating piping, thus making it 
uneconomical to continue the system.5 In a later report, after the 
decision to close was made, Iowa Public Service stated that it would 
cost $1.3 million to install gas mains now needed for the individual 
systems.6 Adding the $1.3 million installation plus the cost of 120 plus 
new boilers and furnaces obviously would prove to be more costly 
than refurbishing the old system. 
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District heating is an energy saving system, and one which works 
so well in many places, that, from the public policy perspective, it is 
advantageous to support the revival or the initiation of such systems 
through some type of public subsidy. Whether such funding would be 
available in the form of loans with which t o allow the initial capital 
outlay required for burying pipe or grant money utilized for improve-
ments in an existing network, long term public interest would be 
served through promotion of district heating. That we, in the midst of 
a growing consciousness concerning finite energy supplies, have 
allowed so many such arrangements in Iowa to end service without so 
much as an occasional dissenting voice is clearly not in the public 
interest based on general energy conservation ideas. In many cases 
during our interviews, we found individuals who had been part of a 
district heating system in one town who expressed surprise, not only 
that a community not far away had also ended service, but that the 
neighboring town had had such a system at all. One is reminded of 
Archibald MacLeish's poem, "The End of the World," which suggests 
that, in the end, we will have "nothing, nothing, nothing-nothing at 
all."7 
RESEARCH NEEDS 
Further study and research are needed to determine the possibil-
ities of regenerating new defunct district heating systems and to help 
determine the future direction of the two remaining systems. One 
question seldom raised in the closing of systems was: Is the public 
interest well served? Research is needed to determine the public-
private questions relating to district heat; does the public interest in 
energy conservation and pollution control outweigh the policy of 
closing systems that do not meet the profit needs of the company 
owning the system? Should public subsidies encourage the reactiva-
tion of defunct systems and aid in continuation, expansion, and 
upgrading of existing systems? 
Research is needed to explore further the implications of energy 
policy relative to district heating and should seek to establish the 
value or lack of value of Iowa district heating. In terms of district 
heating, we may prove successful. 
NOTES 
1District heating is a community (privately or publicly owned) system that 
delivers heat in the form of hot water or steam to all or parts of a community. 
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The heat may come from surplus heat from electrical generation , or the system 
may be designed for district heating only. 
2These cities include: Ames, Boone, Perry, Eagle Grove, Webster City, Sioux 
City, Grinnell, Spencer, Cedar Rapids, Spirit Lake, and Sibley. 
3There may be more than two operating systems in Iowa. The discovery of 
operating and defunct systems in Iowa has been a hearsay, word-of-mouth effort. 
There appears to be no central information source available that can provide 
information on district heating history in Iowa. 
4The Self-Reliance District Heating Group of Washington, D.C.; address: 
District Heating Development Co. , Inc. , 138 Brummer Building, St. Paul, MN 55101; 
District Heating Group I.S.V., International District Heating Association . Oakridge-
Mixon-Rodou Sakio; Oregon, Jerry Jones; EKONO, Seattle, Washington. 
5 The preceding discussion was based upon telephone interviews noted here: 
Iowa Commerce Commission: Michael McCabe 
Sioux City: Dick Christy, Rate Department, Iowa Public Service, Inc., Sioux 
City, Iowa; Bob Gunsolley, Sioux City Journal 
Perry: George Hyland, former power plant manager, Iowa Electric Light and 
Power Co., Perry, Iowa 
Spirit Lake: Cork Pomerenke, Area Office Manager, Iowa Electric Light and 
Power Co., Spirit Lake, Iowa 
Boone: Harold Anderson, Area Office Manager, Iowa Electric Light and Power 
Co., Boone, Iowa 
Grinnell: Verl Garwood, Director of Public Works, Grinnell, Iowa 
Sibley: Howard Parrott, City Administrator, Sibley, Iowa 
Cedar Rapids: Del Block, Iowa Electric Light and Power Co., Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa 
All interviews were conducted by telephone between June 10 and July 13, 
1981 , except the interview with Neal Drefke, Plant Manager, Spencer, Iowa, on 
23 October 1981. 
6Sioux City Journal, Sunday, April 6, 1980, p. A6. 
7The last line from MacLeish's poem, "The End of the World." 
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ABSTRACT. Grain yield of oats is the product of growth rate, harvest index, and 
growth duration. Assuming that growth duration and harvest index of oats were 
optimum for rnidwestern USA, a study was conducted to determine what effect 
two cycles of selection for vegetative growth rate (GRM) would have on other 
plant traits. The materials used were 2657 Fr derived lines. Selection was 
practiced in F3 with an 8.3% intensity, and lines were reselected in F4 with 10% and 
25% intensities. GRM was increased 7% and 6% by selection in F3 and F4, 
respectively, but after two cycles of selection, the estimate of genotypic variation 
for this trait was zero, so no further gain would be expected. Grain yield was 
increased 24% by the F3 selection for GRM but decreased by 3-8% by the F4 
selection. Harvest index showed changes similar to grain yield. Selection for GRM 
caused heading date to be 3 to 4 days later than that of the original population. 
After two cycles of selection, significant genotypic variability remained for grain 
yield, harvest index, and heading date. It should be possible to make additional 
gains for grain yield by applying selection for this trait on the sample of lines twice 
selected for GRM. 
Index descriptors: oats, Avena sativa, vegetative growth rate, grain yield, 
genotypic variance, genotypic coefficient of variation, genotypic correlation, 
heritability, correlated response. 
INTRODUCTION 
Takeda and Frey (1976) showed that grain yield (GYD) of oats 
(Avena sativa L.) could be quantified by using the formula: 
GYD =Growth rate (GRM) x Growth duration (GD) x Harvest index (HI). 
1Journal Paper No. 12191 of the Iowa Agriculture and Horne Economics Exper-
iment Station , Ames, IA 50011. Project 2447. Part of a study done by the senior 
author when a visiting scientist at Iowa State University. 
2Millet breeder, South African Development Coordinating Committee, Interna-
tional Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics, Sorghum and Millet 
Improvement Project, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. 
3C. F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Agriculture, Iowa State Unversity, Ames, 
IA 50011. 
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This concept of GYD has been used in two ways: (1) it permits an 
analysis of which aspect of plant development is most amenable to 
manipulation for improving GYD, and (2) it provides a rationale for 
indirect selection for GYD via selection of one of the GYD components. 
Because GYD and GRM are positively correlated (Takeda and Frey, 
1976, 1985; Helsel and Frey, 1981), a number of researchers have 
studied GYD improvement in oats via selection for GRM. Takeda et al. 
( 1979) estimated that GYD of oats would be improved proportionally 
to increases in GRM. Helsel and Skrdla (1983) reported that, when a 
10% selection intensity was used, actual GYD increases were 3.3 and 
4.0%, respectively, when GRM and GYD were the selection criteria. The 
matings in which selection for GRM caused significant GYD changes 
were often different from those in which selection for GYD itself was 
most successful. Johnson et al. (1983) used a 10% selection differ-
ential and found that selecting for GRM and GYD gave 8.0 and 7.0% 
actual gains in GYD. HI is also an important component of GYD, and 
Takeda and Frey (1985) used independent culling for GRM and HI to 
increase GYD by 10%. Generally, heritability values are moderately 
high for GRM (Takeda and Frey, 1976) aDd GYD (Takeda et al., 1979) 
and high for HI (Rosielle and Frey, 1977) . 
This study was undertaken to determine what changes occur in 
means and genotypic variances of various traits of oats when 
selection was practiced for GRM among Fr derived lines in Fs and F4. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic Materials 
The materials for this study were 2657 Fr derived lines of oats 
generated from intra- (among A. sativa cultivars) and interspecific 
matings (A. sativa x A. sterilis ) by Cox and Frey (1984). They were 
tested in the Fs and on the basis of these data, the 221 lines with the 
highest GRM were selected for testing in the F4 and F5. This provided a 
selection intensity of 8.3%. 
Field Evaluation 
The 2657 F2-derived lines in F3 plus eight check cultivars, each 
entered five times, were evaluated in a randomized complete-block 
design with six replicates, two at each of three locations in Iowa in 
1982. Sowing dates were 19, 23, and 24 April at the Agronomy Field 
Research Center near Ames, the Northwest Research Center near 
Sutherland, and the Clarion-Webster Research Center near Kanawha, 
respectively. Soil type at the Ames and Kanawha sites was loam of the 
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Clarion-Webster association, and the soil type at Sutherland was a 
silty clay loam of the Galva-Sac association. The preceding crop at all 
sites was soybeans. Fertilizer applications per ha were 52 kg N and 
7 kg each of P20 5 and K20 at Kanawha; 1 7 kg N, 67 kg P20s, and 34 kg 
K20 at Sutherland; and 34 kg N and 52 kg each of P20s and K20 at 
Ames. A plot was a hill sown with 30 seeds, and plots were spaced 30 
cm apart in perpendicular directions. Two rows of hills were planted 
around each replicate to provide competition for peripheral plots. 
Bayleton, a systemic fungicide with eradicant activity, was applied to 
the plants one month before harvest to preclude foliar fungal 
diseases. 
The 221 F2-derived lines selected for GRM plus the same eight 
check cultivars, as used with the F3, were evaluated in F4 and Fs in 
randomized complete-block design experiments in 1983 and 1984, 
respectively. The experiments, each with three replicates, were sown 
on 24 April 1983 and 20 April 1984 at Ames. These experiments were 
conducted exactly as in 1982. 
In all three experiments, six traits were measured or computed 
on a plot basis. Heading date (HD) was recorded as the number of 
days from planting until 50% of the panicles were completely emerged. 
When mature, plants in a plot were harvested at ground level, dried, 
and weighted to obtain biological yield (BWT). Next, the bundle of 
culms was threshed, and grain yield (GYD) was obtained. Straw yield 
(SYD) was computed as BWT-GYD, and harvest index (HI) was 
computed as GYD/ BWT and expressed as a percentage. Vegetative 
growth rate (GRM) was calculated as SYD/ HD. HD and GRM were 
measured or computed at Ames only in 1982. 
Statistical Analysis 
On the basis of data collected on F2-derived lines tested in F3, the 
221 lines with highest GRMs were selected. They were tested in both 
F4 and Fs. On the basis of F4 data, GRM was reselected at the 10% and 
25% selection intensities, and of course, data on those selected in F4 
were available from the F5 test. 
Because the F3, F4, and F5 were tested in different years, line 
performances in these generations were different because of variation 
in environmental conditions. Consequently, all plot values from 1983 
and 1984 were adjusted to the level of 1982 by multiplying them by 
the ratio of check cultivar means for 82/ 83 and 82/ 84, respectively. 
Means were computed, and analyses of variance were carried out 
for all six traits on data sets from the total 2657 Frderived lines in F3 
and the 221 lines selected for GRM, the 221 lines tested in F4 and 
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the 22 and 55 lines (10% and 25% selection intensities) selected for 
GRM in F4, and the twice-selected sets of 22 and 55 lines tested in Fs. 
Genotypic variability ( a2g) for each trait within each data set was 
computed by using the formula: 
where MSL and MSE are mean squares for lines and error, respectively, 
and r is the number of replicates. Genotypic coefficients of variation 
(GCV %) were estimated as ( y1-;2g/ x ) x 100, where x is the mean 
over lines and replicates of a data set. 
RESULTS 
The actual increases in GRM from two cycles of selection were 
0.07 g/ plot/ da (i.e., F4 selected) due to selection in F3 and 0.05 or 0.06 
g/ plot/ da (i.e., Fs at 10% and 25% selection intensities) due to 
selection in F4 (Table 1). This amounts of a 5 to 7% increase in each 
selection cycle. There was significant genotypic variation for GRM 
among oat lines in the original population and in the once-selected 
sample, but the estimate of genotypic variation for this trait was zero 
in both the reselected samples (Table 2). Thus, continued selection 
among the F2-derived lines in F5 for GRM would appear to be fruitless. 
The effect of selection for GRM upon GYD was very marked in F3 
when it was increased by 24%, but further selection in F4 caused an 
actual decrease in GYD of about 3-8% (Table 1). SYD responded 
positively to GRM selection in both F3 and F4 as would be expected 
because GRM is computed from SYD. The increase was 9% from the 
initial selection and 7 to 9% from reselection. BWf was increased 15% 
by selection for GRM in F3, but reselection caused further increases of 
no more than 3%. HI responded sporadically to selection for GRM. In 
F3 HI increased by 15% of the population mean, whereas reselection 
caused a 6 to 7% regression. HD for the sample of oat lines selected in 
F3 was 2.5 days later than the population mean, and reselection 
caused another 0.6- to 1.0-day delay in HD. 
The genotypic variation among Frderived lines of oats in the F3 
was highly significant for all six traits (Table 2), which explains why 
changes in trait means could occur when selection was practiced for 
GRM. No variation in GRM was present among lines in th€ sample 
selected for GRM when evaluated in F3, but genotypic variation 
was among them as shown in the F4. Reselection , however, at 
Table 1. Means for six traits for population of F2-derived lines in Fs, samples of F2-derived lines in Fs and 
F4 selected for GRM, and samples of Fr derived lines in F4 and Fs reselected at 10% and 25% 
selection intensities for growth rate in oats. 
Reselected 
Population Selected 10% 25% 
Traita,b Fs Fs F4 F4 Fs F4 Fs 
GRM 1.0 1.5 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.1 
GYD 27.1 36.9 34.7 36.5 32.6 36.9 33.8 
HI 32.2 33.0 35.9 31.5 33.6 33.0 34.0 
HD 62.7 64.5 65.2 65.8 65.8 63.4 66.2 
SYD 57.4 77.0 62.5 79.2 66.4 54.5 67.4 
BWI' 84.5 113.9 97.4 116.3 97.9 79.4 100.1 
a Acronym definitions: GRM = Growth rate; GYD = Grain yield; HI = Harvest index; HD = Heading date; SYD = Straw yield; 
BWT = Biological yield. 
bUnit of measurements are GRM-g/ day/ plot, HI-%, HD-days, and GYD, SYD, and BWT-g/ plot. 
Table 2. Genotypic coefficients of variability for the population of F2-derived oat lines in Fa, the sample 
of lines selected for GRM in Fa and tested in Fa and F4, and the sample of lines reselected for 
GRM in F4 at 10% and 25% selection intensities and tested in F4 and Fs. 
Reselected 
Population Selected 10% 25% 
Traie Fa Fa F4 F4 Fs F4 Fs 
GRM 17.3** 0.0 9.2** 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9 
GYD 29.7** 17.2* * 20.1 * * 14.5** 10.4 * * 15.8* * 12.9** 
HI 17.3** 14.2** 16.2** 11.5** 8.8* * 12.8* * 9.2** 
HD 7.8** 5.6** 3.5** 3.9** 5.8** 3.5** 5.5** 
SYD 19.8** 7.5** 10.8* * 0.0 5.8 0.0 8.5** 
BWf 20.3** 6.0** 10.1 * * 0.0 3.3 0.0 7.1 ** 
a See Table 1 for abbreviations. 
*, * * Denotes that genotypic variance among oat lines was significant at 5% or 1 % level, respectively. 
00 
0 
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either the 10% or 25% intensities reduced the estimate of genotypic 
variation for this trait to zero. 
Selection and reselection for GRM in F3 and F4 caused marked 
reductions in the genotypic coefficients of variability for all other 
traits (Table 2). The reduction in CVg was most dramatic for SYD and 
BWT. The CVgs of both traits were reduced by half from selection for 
GRM in F3 (i.e., from about 20% to about 10%), and reselection in the 
F4 at the 10% intensity exhausted the genotypic variation for SYD and 
BWT. Reselection at the 25% intensity gave samples of lines that 
retained significant but reduced genotypic variation. The CVg for HI 
was reduced by about half by two cycles of selection for GRM. The CVg 
for HD was reduced by selection in F3, but it was expanded somewhat 
with reselection. For both HI and HD, significant genotypic variation 
remained after two cycles of selection for GRM. 
DISCUSSION 
The primary goal in oat breeding, as in most cereal breeding 
programs, is to increase the genotypic potential of GYD in newly 
developed cultivars. Takeda and Frey (1976) quantified the compo-
nents of grain yield as GRM, growth duration (for oats this is 
HD+ 30), and HI. They said that optimum growth duration for oat 
cultivars was limited to 100-110 days in the midwestern USA, a major 
area of oat production, by high temperature and diseases that occur 
in late summer and that HI was optimized at ca. 45% in current 
cultivars. This led to the conclusion that further increases in GYD 
must depend upon increasing GRM of oats. As several researchers 
have shown, however, growth duration (i.e., HD), GRM, and HI are not 
independent traits in oat plant development. Takeda and Frey (1977), 
Takeda et al. (1979), and Helsel and Frey (1981) found that GRM and 
HI were inherited independently, but the environmental correlations 
were negative, ranging from -0.19 to -0.51. They attributed the 
negative environmental association to component compensation, 
which is a buffering mechanism for GYD against vagaries in environ-
mental conditions. These researchers generally found that the geno-
typic relationship between GRM and HD ranged from independence to 
moderately positive (i.e., rg < 0.35), and Helsel and Frey (1981) 
reported that HI and HD had an rg = -0.32 and re = 0. Thus, the 
genotypic correlations reported among GRM, HD, and HI show that 
these traits are inherited nearly independently even though negative 
phenotypic associations may occur due to environmental effects. 
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The indirect changes that selection for GRM in our study caused 
for GYD, SYD, BWT, HI, and HD are manifestations of trait associations 
such as those reported by Takeda and Frey (1977), Takeda et al. 
(1979), and Helsel and Frey (1981). Of especial interest was the 
contrasting effect that selection for GRM had upon HI when it was 
practiced in F3 and F4. Selection in F3 and F4 caused 7% and 6% 
increases, respectively, for GRM, whereas the associated changes in HI 
were a 15% increase in F3 and a 7% decrease in F4. The net effect on 
GYD was a 24% increase from selection for GRM in F3 and a 4% 
decrease from selection in F4. The 221 lines selected in F3, as a whole, 
must have had a positive genotypic association between GRM and HI 
such as reported by Takeda and Frey (1977), Takeda et al. (1979), 
and Helsel and Frey (1981) , whereas the 22 and 55 lines in reselected 
samples had a slight negative association, such as reported for certain 
matings by Takeda and Frey (1977). 
Two cycles of selection for GRM seemed to exhaust the genotypic 
variability for this trait in the population of oat lines that we used. 
There are two interesting aspects of this result. First, it means that, to 
make additional increases in GRM, a breeder would need to intermate 
the reselected lines to release latent genotypic variation. This could be 
followed by additional cycles of selection for GRM. Second, even after 
the genotypic variability for GRM was exhausted, significant genetic 
variability still existed for GYD and HI. This suggests that GYD could 
be enhanced even further by an additional cycle or two of selection 
among the GRM reselected lines for GYD and/ or for HI. 
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PRODUCTION OF SEMISTERILE MUTANTS IN THE 
ANOPHELES GAMBIAE S.L. SPECIES COMPLEX 
E. S. Krafsur1 and G. Davidson2 
ABSTRACT. X-irradiation was used to induce chromosome rearrangements in 
Anopheles arabiensis and An. gambiae (Diptera: Culicidae) for evaluation as 
potential autocidal control agents. Semisterility was used to identify mutant lines, 
and many reciprocal interchanges were isolated. The fertilities and viabilities of 
irradiated males, their progenies, and the derived Y-autosomal translocation lines 
are reported. Fertilities of backcrossed irradiated males were inversely propor-
tional to the dose of irradiation received. Backcrosses of F1 sons and daughters of 
irradiated males averaged 85-90% of normal fertility. Fertilities of 4 independently 
established Y-autosomal lines on backcrossing varied from 38 to 48% of wild-type 
matings. Fertilites and viabilities of the other types of the other kinds of mutant 
lines will be reported later. 
Index descriptors: Anopheles gambiae species complex, autocidal control, 
chromosome translocations. 
INTRODUCTION 
The greatest numbers of infective bites on people by vector 
mosquitoes carrying the causative organisms of malaria and Ban-
croftian filariasis in tropical Africa are furnished by two species of the 
Anopheles gambiae Giles (Diptera: Culicidae) complex (Service, 1985). 
These forms no longer can be systematically controlled by the 
conventional method of spraying of houses because they have become 
resistant to the residual insecticides used. 
Demonstration of a simple genetical basis of insecticide resistance 
among An. gambiae s.l. (Davidson, 1956; Hemingway, et al. , 1980) 
compromised early the World Health Organization goal of malaria 
eradication based on the use of residual insecticides. Indeed, the 
rapid responses of natural mosquito populations to insecticidal 
selection pressures have led to great resurgence of malaria in much of 
the tropical world, and malaria mordibidy is now no less than before 
World War II (Davidson, 1983). The advent of resistance to antimalarial 
'U.S. National Science Foundation Fellow. Present address: Department of Ento-
mology, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011. 
2London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., Gower St. , London 
WCl 7HT, England. 
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drugs by Plasmodium falciparum has exacerbated the picture, and 
malaria control by means of insecticides and drugs is now impossible 
in many regions heretofore prot ected. 
Clearly, alternative methods must be developed if malaria control 
or eradication are to become realistic goals. One such alternative is to 
employ chromosome rearrangements to manipulate natural pest 
populations (Serebrosvskii, 1940; Davidson, 197 4; Whitten & Foster, 
1975; Robinson, 1976, 1983). 
A reciprocal translocation involves an exchange of segments 
between non-homologous chromosomes. Meiotic segregation in hetero-
zygotes produces a proportion of aneuploid gametes, hence their 
semisterile properties (Belling, 1914). Half the orthoploid zygotes of a 
translocation heterozygote are themselves heterozygotes. Transloca-
tion homozygotes, however, may be normally fertile. Semisterility can 
in theory be used to produce a large genetic load among a target 
population possibly leading to reduction in numbers (Curtis, 1968a). 
Alternatively, the "negative heterosis" of translocation heterozygotes 
provides a mechanism to transport and fix in a pest insect population 
"desirable" genes that could benefit man (Curtis, 1968b), e.g., refractor-
iness to infection by Plasmodium, conditional lethal mutations, and 
insecticide susceptibility. 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Biological material 
The An. arabiensis Patton originated from Kano, northern 
Nigeria, in 1956. This was the KCD strain. 
An. gambiae Giles strain PALA was from Upper Volta in 1969. 
Production and isolation of semisterile mutants. 
One- and two-day-old adult males were treated to x-rays at rates 
of 4500 rads/ min at ca. 19 °C. The irradiated males were released into 
a cage of approximately equal numbers of virgin one- and two-day-old 
females. Mass ovipositions were obtained, and the Fi larvae were 
reared in uncrowded conditions. Fi adults were separated by sex at 
eclosion and reciprocally crossed to unirradiated stock The fertilities 
of single pair F1 backcrosses were tested by isolating blood-fed females 
in glass shell vials, and counting the resulting eggs and larvae. Once in 
tubes, females could be fed and encouraged to oviposit a number of 
times. Thus presumptive semisterility of a mating could be verified 
with the secondary advantage of providing additional second genera-
tion eggs for study. 
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Crossing schemes designed to test modes of inheritance of 
semisterility observed in Fi matings were based on the use of 
semisterility itself as a "marker." Newly emerged F2 adults were 
separated by sex and reciprocally backcrossed to the wild-type parent 
strain. Offspring of semisterile F2 mating were backcrossed, and the 
same procedure of selection for semisterility with subsequent back-
crossing was followed until a clear-cut pattern of inheritance was 
observed. 
If all males are semisterile and their sisters normally fertile, a 
reciprocal exchange between an autosome and the Y-chromosome is 
indicated. The expected fertility of such rearrangements is 33-50% of 
normal. Other patterns of inheritance are obtained when chromo-
some rearrangements differ from the Y-autosomal, and these will be 
discussed in a subsequent communication. 
Whenever possible, cytological confirmation of presumptive trans-
locations was sought. This was accomplished by squashing pupal 
testes in lacto-acetic orcein and examining meiotic prophase cells 
microscopically. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Anopheles arabiensis. Fertility in the stock strain 
The frequency and distribution of semisterility was determined by 
scoring numbers of eggs and larvae for each of 106 single pair 
matings. The frequency distribution is shown in Figure 1. About 43% 
of the ovipositions showed at least 80% egg hatch, but 16% showed 
50% or less egg hatch. Mean hatch was only 74% (Table 1). Semi-
sterility was thus a common occurrence and likely to confound the 
results of breeding programs that use semisterility as a marker for 
chromosomal interchanges. 
Results of irradiation 
Four kr of x-rays were applied to males that were subsequently 
mass crossed to unirradiated, virgin females. Samples of eggs were 
taken from mass ovipositions, counted, and later scored for hatch. Of 
4079 eggs, 380 larvae hatched (9.3%), suggesting a mean dominant 
lethality of 87.4% after correction for the fertility observed among the 
controls. 
Fi sons were backcrossed. Single ovipositions were obtained from 
73 matings, the fertilites of which are shown in Fig. 1. The distributed 
arscine-transformed F1 fertilities did not significantly differ from the 
controls (F = 1.06, P > 0.4). Second ovipositions were obtained from 
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Figure 1. Distributed fertilities of A nopheles arabiensis unirradiated controls, 
outcrossed sons of x-irradiated fathers, and backcross matings of 
two Y-autosornal interchanged strains. 
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Table 1. Fertilities of single pair matings in KCD Anopheles arabien-
sis and various lines derived from it. 
No. matings Mean Realtive 
Cross tested egg hatch S.D. fertility 
KCD x KCD 106 73.7% 7.7% 100% 
Fioox+; + 73 72.8 7.3 98.8 
TY-1 oo X +/ + 92 34.7 2.3 47.1 
Ty-2 oo X +/ + 119 33.6 2.4 45.6 
TY 99 x +/ + 89 73.2 62.6 99.3 
10 females that showed 67% or less egg hatch on first oviposition. Only 
two matings proved consistently semisterile. 
Semisterility among F2 and subsequent backcrosses 
The progeny of the consistently semisterile Fi matings were tested 
for inheritance of low egg hatch by reciprocally backcrossing the F2 to 
the parent strain. Both families were consistent in their expressions 
of the semisterile trait. All sons were semisterile, and the daughters 
demonstrated fertilities much like the parent strain (Table 1). 
Continued backcrossing of sons from each mutant line, designated TY- 1 
and TY-2, resulted in the distributed fertilities shown in Fig. 1. 
Anopheles gambiae Giles. Fertility in the stock strain 
Only 10 of 101 matings demonstrated 65% or less egg hatch 
(Fig. 2). Mean egg hatch was 89 ± 4% (Table 2). 
The irradiations 
Three kr of x-rays applied to 3- and 4-day-old males resulted in a 
mean fertility of 24% when backcrossed to unirradiated females 
(Table 2). An average 72.6% dominant lethality was obtained after 
correcting for sterility among the control matings. Four kr of x-rays 
effected a corrected average 80% dominant lethality among 15 
positions. The total numbers of eggs and larvae for the two irradia-
tions were, for the 3 kr treatment: 696 larvae/ 2712 eggs (25.7% 
hatch); for 4 kr: 658 larvae/ 3164 eggs (21 % hatch) . The difference in 
mean fertility between x-ray doses was highly significant (Chi X2 = 19.2, 
p < 0.005). 
Fertilities of progeny of irradiated males 
Backcrossing of 57 Fi sons from the 3 kr treatment resulted in a 
fertility distribution (Fig. 2) significantly different from that of the 
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Figure 2. Distributed fertilities of Anopheles gambiae stocks, irradiated males, 
and progenies of irradiated fathers. 
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Table 2. Fertilities of single pair matings of An. gambiae strains, 
backcrossed irradiated males, and backcrossed sons and 
daughters of irradiated males. 
Strain or No. Mean Relative 
Treatment Matings egg hatch S.D. fertility 
PALA 101 88.7% 4.1% 100% 
16C SS 86 77.5* 11.7 87.3 
3 kr oo 21 24.3** 1.8 27.4 
4 kroo 15 17.9* * 1.3 20.2 
F1 oo (3 kr) 57 79.7* 12.4 * 89.8 
F1 oo (4 kr) 66 75.3** 9.6* 84.9 
F1 ~~ (4 kr) 39 78.7* 9.0 88.7 
Differ from PALA controls: 
*P < 0.005 
**P < 0.001 
parent strain (Table 2). Thirteen of the backcrosses showed 60% or 
less egg hatch on first oviposition; nine of these were consistently 
semisterile when additional ovipositions were scored for hatch. Five 
lines were investigated further , two of which demonstrated consistent 
1:1 ratios of normal to semisterile mutants among both sexes. In each 
case, the data were consistent with an hypothesis of autosomal 
interchange. These two lines were designated r-1 and r-2 and will 
be discussed in a separate communication. 
The distributed fertilities of F1 male progeny of the 4 kr irradia-
tion (Fig. 2) differed significantly from the parent strain (Table 2), but 
not from the F1 male backcross of the 3 kr irradiation (F .£ 1.3, 
P > 0.05). Twelve semisterile mutant lines were established for further 
study. Autosomal interchanges and pericentric inversions were later 
recovered. 
Daughters of male mosquitoes treated to 4 kr showed a mean 79% 
egg hatch, a value that did not significantly differ from 
their male siblings (t = 0.64, P > 0.05). But the distributed fertilities of 
these F1 daughters showed a greater variance and lesser mean than 
the parent strain (Table 2, Fig. 2). 
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Figure 3. Distr ibuted fe rtilit ies of three Y-autosome interchanged strains of 
A nopheles gambiae. 
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Table 3. Distributed fertilities and analysis of variance on fertility* 
of sex-linked semisterile mutants in An. gambi a e. 
Percent Egg Hatch 
No. Relative to Arcs in 
Line Matings Mean SD PALA Mean S.D. 
PALA 101 88.75 4.1 100.0 70.4 11.6 
TY-1 50 43.0 1.6 48.5 40.8 7.4 
TY-2 50 38.9 2.4 43.8 38.1 8.9 
TY-3 62 33.6 1.8 37.8 35.0 7.7 
*F = 13.2, df = 2, 159; P < 0.005. 
Sex-linked semisterile mutants 
Patrilineal inheritance of semisterility was observed in three lines 
each hypothetically derived from different irradiated spermatozoa. 
Figure 3 shows the distributed fertilities of backcrossed males in 
successive generations. The mutant lines were designated TY-1 , TY-2, 
and TY -3. Cytological study of prophase I figures confirmed the 
presence of a Y-chromosome interchange in each line (e.g. , Fig. 4) . 
Mean fertilities varied from 39% in TY-2, to 43% in TY-1. Analysis of 
variance on the arcsin transformed data suggested that the means 
were not homogeneous (Table 3). That each Y-autosomal mutant 
differed in fertility suggests that their relative frequencies of alternate, 
adjacent homologous and adjacent non-homologous segregation also 
differed. 
Sex ratios and viabilities of Y-autosomal translocation lines 
Mass ovipositions from large numbers of matings were used as 
the source of cultures for viability and sex ratio studies. The progeny 
of sex-linked matings were not obviously less prone than the wild type 
to survive standardized rearing densities of 100 first stage larve per 
rearing bowl (Table 4). 
Sex ratios were usually recorded among the adult yields of the 
viability studies (Table 5). There was a small and statistically 
insignificant preponderance of females in the parental line. A signif-
icant deviation from the expected 1:1 sex ratio was observed among 
TY-1 , in favor of females. The deviations were heterogeneous among 
rearings, however. An approximate 1:2 ratio of males to females was 
observed in TY-3, with a large heterogeneity. The paucity of males was 
not the result of differential viability; 154 7 adults were reared from 
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Figure 4. Meiot ic prophases in TY-1 An. gambiae. A. Late spermatogonial pro-
phase. B. Diakinesis. C. Pachynema. The X is associated with a segment 
of the translocated Y. One of two configurations. D. Pachynema. 
Another configuration. The X is unpaired. E. Prophase II. The yA seems 
tenuously associated with the Av by its heterochromatised Y-segment. 
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Table 4. Survival to adulthood of wild type and TY An. gambiae 
newly hatched larvae with analysis of variance* on adult 
emergence. 
No. No. larvae Mean no. adults 
Line cultures per culture emerged S.D. 
PALA 38 100 87.03 8.43 
Ty-1 21 100 90.71 5.05 
Ty-2 15 100 86.27 13.42 
TY-3 18 100 85.94 8.74 
*F = 1.62, df = 2, 51; P < 0.1. 
and demonstrated a tendency to biomodality in its fertility distribu-
tion (Fig. 3). The sex distortion was maximum among the F5 and was 
no longer present among the F8 or later generations. 
One hypothesis to explain the sex distortion is disparate zygotic 
mortality between the sexes. An alternative is meiotic drive. Drive 
mechanisms that operate in translocation heterozygotes were reviewed 
by Zimmering et al. ( 1970). 
Table 5. Sex ratios in semisterile male An. gambiae lines and 
parent strain at fixed larval densities (100/ bowl). 
No. No. No. Chi square for 
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DISCUSSION 
It is clear that isolation of semisterile mutants by using semi-
sterility as the "marker" in Anopheles was simple and effective. A 
substantial proportion of semisterile F1 outcrosses were shown to be 
heritable, and the chromosomal basis of many was confirmed by 
cytological analysis. Three classes of rearrangement were found, 
Y-autosomal interchanges, translocations between autosomes, and 
pericentric inversions. 
The properties of the TY mutants were unexceptional: males were 
semisterile, and their sisters were normally fertile. No adverse effects 
on fitness components other than fertility were detected. Any of the 
mutant chromosomes could be inserted easily into field strains by 
backcrossing. In this way large numbers of semisterile mosquitoes 
could be bred in a field laboratory and released in the field after only 
a few generations in captivity. Competitiveness of the released 
product with respect to the native insect might thereby be maximized. 
A greater degree of semisterility could be obtained by a further 
irradiation of the TY stocks, followed with selection for ca. 50% of the 
fertility among TY males. In this way 3-chromosome double inter-
changes be obtained. In principle, such mutants would introduce 
greater genetic loads into ''target" populations. Insectary managers 
would have to exercise great care to prevent wild type males from 
contaminating the mutant stocks; normally fertile males would be at a 
great advantage and would rapidly displace the mutant karyotype. 
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FITIING HUMAN PERFORMANCE DATA: 
A COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS 
OF DATA SMOOTHING 
Sherril L. York1 
99-107 
ABSTRACT. A comparative analysis of three methods of data smoothing 
available in Mlab, a curve fitting computer program, was conducted. The study 
was devised to determine the best method of smoothing displacement data from 
the run (n=3) , kick (n=3) , and jump (n=3) by comparing computed forces derived 
after the use of each method with verification data generated from a Kristal force 
platform. Comparisons of the computed forces with the generated forces were 
made for magnitude and shape of plotted curves of the forces. It was concluded 
that the digital filtering-like component of Mlab was a more accurate smoothing 
technique for curve fitting run and jump displacement data than the polynomial 
and spline methods. It was further concluded that the smoothing method of 
choice for use with kick data was the digital filtering-like component of Mlab 
during the mid-portion of the skill only. 
Index descriptors: data smoothing, curve fitting, biomechanics, Mlab. 
INTRODUCTION 
High speed cinematography is the research tool most frequently 
used to analyze human motion. In human movement studies, film 
records are reduced to obtain digital displacement time data for 
various limb segments. The two important kinematic parameters of 
velocity and acceleration are derived from the displacement data. 
Velocity and acceleration are the first and second order derivatives of 
displacement (Lees, 1980; Miller & Nelson, 1973). 
A continuing problem in the differentiation of experimental data 
is the computation of the higher order derivatives from displacement 
data that inherently contain "noise" or error due to distortion of the 
film image and precision of measurement. Since each derivative 
represents the slope of the previous curve (Miller & Nelson, 1973), the 
error in the displacement data is magnified with each operation of 
differentiation. The cumulative error results in large inaccuracies in 
the computed velocity and acceleration. 
Because the sources of error in experimental data cannot be 
eliminated, curve fitting techniques are employed to smooth the raw 
1Department of Physical Education, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011. 
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data in order to attempt to correct t he "noise." According to 
Cavanaugh (1976, p. 405) , "numerical differentiation and the accom-
panying smoothing process remain perhaps the weakest links in our 
chain of tools for application to the analysis of human movement." 
Various mathematical and curve fitting techniques have been 
employed to smooth raw data. Most frequently, displacement time 
data have been treated with polynomial curve fitting techniques. The 
use of polyrninal methods has been questioned, however, because of 
its insensitivity to rapidly varying data points (McLaughlin et al. , 
1977). Smoothing by cubic spline (Reinsch, 1967) has been offered as 
an alternative method superior to the polynominal since it allows 
curve fitting around small numbers of data points at a time (McLaugh-
lin et al., 1977; Zernicke et al, 1976). A third method involves data 
smoothing through the use of digital filtering (Gold & Radar, 1969). 
Other workers have focused on the accuracy of digital filtering in 
smoothing hum an performance data (Pezzack et al, 1977; Phillips & 
Roberts, 1980; Winter, 1979). Thus researchers must select the best 
technique for smoothing raw displacement time data, and several 
authors have offered comparisons of available techniques (Lees, 1980; 
Phillips & Roberts, 1983; Wood, 1982). At present, however, there is no 
single standard or accepted method of data smoothing. 
The purpose of this study was to provide comparative inform-
ation concerning the choice of a technique for smoothing human 
kinetic data. Specifically, three methods of data smoothing available 
in Mlab (a curve fitting computer program) were analyzed by 
comparing computed forces with verification data generated by a 
Kristal force platform and by comparing t he root mean square error 
(error of fit) of each method. 
METHOD 
A sample of nine college-age females from Denton, Texas, were 
used in the study. The subjects were volunteers who agreed to 
perform one of the following skills: running (n=3), kicking (n=3), or 
long jumping (n=3). 
The subjects were filmed using a l 6mm Locam camera at a frame 
rate of 100 fps while performing five trials of their respective motor 
skill on a Kristal force platform. A Canon 35mm camera was used to 
record the generated forces displayed on the storage oscilloscope 
connected to the force platform. 
The l 6mm film was viewed frame by frame by means of a 
Lafayette Motion Analyzer. The film data of the subjects were analyzed 
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every 1 to 5 frames using the joint centers as reference points 
(Plagenhoef, 1971). Joint centers were digitized with a Numonics 
Graphic Calculator following the Plagenhoef ( 1971) link system. 
From the coordinate data obtained through digitizing, angular 
displacement time data for each body segment were calculated. The 
angular displacement time data were submitted to each of three Mlab 
curve fitting methods ("Fit"=polynomial, "Interpolate"=cubic spline, 
and "Smooth"=digital filtering). The "Fit" method applied a least-
squares polynomial to adjust the parameters (Kehler, 1980). The 
"Interpolate" method was "a cubic-spline like curve, e.g., a piece-wise 
joining of a several cubic polymonials" (Kehler, 1980; p. 39). The 
"Smooth" method was a five-point variable-interval hyperbolic smooth-
ing operation applied to the curve of "noisy'' data (Kehler, 1980). 
The smoothed displacement values were converted back to 
angles. Segment angles and lengths and smoothed displacements, 
velocities, and accelerations were submitted for computer analysis to 
obtain computed vertical forces. 
The force curves from the 35mm slides of the force platform 
recordings were digitized to obtain coordinate data. The total vertical 
force data from the computer analysis and the force platform were 
plotted for all five trials for each subject to yield graphic displays. 
Graphs of the three computed force curves and the generated 
force curves were compared to determine the accuracy of each 
method in terms of the curve of computed forces which best 
approximated the platform force curve in magnitude and/ or shape. 
The root mean square errors (RMS) resulting from the Mlab methods 
of curve fitting were examined to determine ti.~ lowest error of fit 
among the three methods used. The method with the smallest RMS 
would involve the least amount of error in the displacement curve 
when it is smoothed and thus less error in the subsequently derived 
velocity and acceleration curves. 
RESULTS 
Comparison of each of the three computed force curves to the 
generated force curves was made for the three subjects performing 
the run. The comparisons indicated the Mlab "Smooth" curves most 
closely approximated the magnitude and shape of the generated force 
curves for each subject for each trial. The "Fit" and "Interpolate" 
curves closely paralleled one another for all three subjects and 
appeared to show little or no difference in their approximations to 
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Figure 1. Generated an d co m puted force curves from run data (F=F it, !=Interpolate, 
P=Platform, S=Srnooth ). 
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the graphic comparison of the three computed force curves to the 
generated force curve for subjects performing the run. 
Computed force curves for three subjects performing a kick were 
compared to their respective generated force curves. The computed 
force curves produced approximated the shape and magnitude of 
generated force curves for the mid-portion of the skill only. Compar-
ison of the mid-portion of the computed force curves indicated 
"Smooth" to be the choice of the three Mlab methods in approximat-
ing the magnitude of the generated forces for 12 of 15 trials. Caution 
must be exercised, however, in generalizing conclusions concerning 
the determination of the most appropriate method of smoothing the 
displacement kick data since the "Smooth" method was closest to 
approximating the magnitude of the generated forces when only the 
mid-portions of the curves were examined (see Figure 2). 
Three subjects performed a standing long jump, and their 
computed force curves were compared to generated force curves. The 
forces computed yielded a two-part pattern. In the initial preparatory 
phase of the jump, the three computed force curves showed little or 
no difference in magnitude and shape. The curves separated during 
the extension phase of the skill with the "Smooth" curves most closely 
approximating the generated force curves in magnitude and shape 
for all trials (see Figure 3). 
In addition to the graphic comparisons of the computed and 
generated force curves, the root mean square error was examined for 
the entire data set. The mean RMS for each subject was lowest for the 
"Smooth" method. The mean RMS was slightly lower for "Interpolate" 
than for "Fit." 
DISCUSSION 
The Mlab digital filtering curve fitting technique appeared to be 
more accurate in terms of curve fitting displacement data than the 
polynomial and cubic spline components in analysis of the run and 
jump. The computed forces obtained from analyzed data of the soccer 
kick deviated from the generated forces at the beginning and end of 
the curves but could be considered comparatively similar in the 
middle of the curve. The use of a degree of fit too low to accommodate 
the many direction changes in the action may have forced the data 
into the parabolic shape taken by the computed force curves. 
The study was limited to the use of a fourth degree fit for all 
subjects data without regard to the type of movement skill performed. 
The fourth degree was chosen for all subjects although a higher order 
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Figure 2. Generated and computed force curves from kick data (F=Fit, I=Interpolate, 
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Figure 3. Generated and computed force curves from jump data (F=Fit, !=Interpolate, 
P=Platform, S=Smooth ). 
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may have been more appropriate and desirable. The use of the fourth 
degree fit may have accounted for the beginning and end data point 
disparities seen in all computed curves, especially in the kick 
computed force curves. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From graphic comparisons it was concluded that the digital 
filtering component of Mlab, "Smooth," is a more accurate smoothing 
technique for curve fitting run and jump displacement data than the 
polynomial or cubic spline methods. A conclusion advocating the 
smoothing technique for use with kick data based on the graphic 
comparisons is tentative since the digital filtering component of Mlab 
appears to be more accurate in approximating vertical forces in the 
mid-portion of the skill only. Examination of the root mean square 
error resulting from curve fitting the displacement time data indicated 
that, in general, the Mlab digital filtering method of curve fitting 
provides the best fit (lowest error in fit). 
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PURPOSE AND PRACTICE AMONG CLINICAL 
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION SETTINGS AND 
COMMUNITY BASED RECREATION SETTINGS 
SERVING SPECIAL POPULATIONS 
B. Nick DiGrino, 1 Carl F. Yoshioka,2 
Larry D. Cooney,3 and Barbara C. Wilhite4 
ABSTRACT. This study represents an objective step toward characterizing the 
organizational purpose of clinical therapeutic recreation settings and community 
based special recreation associations. The degree of variation in mission and 
actual practice within and between the two settings was determined. 
Clinical recreation settings and community based special recreation associa-
tions in the state of Illinois comprised the sample frame. A three-dimensional 
construct was employed to assess organizational purpose. The same 0-10 point 
scale used to measure "mission" was used to measure "actual practice." 
Although mission rating was significantly different from the actual practice 
rating, "enhancement of human well-being" remained the primary purpose of 
clinical settings. Special recreation associations placed equally high priority on 
"enhancement of human well-being" and "compliance with popular public or 
market wants." As tax supported entities, special recreation associations were 
more responsive to constituent wants and opinions. The third organizational 
purpose, "increased ratio of revenue to expense," ranked lowest of the three. 
However, clinical settings did place significantly more emphasis on this purpose in 
actual practice than they did in their statement of mission. 
Index descriptors: organizational purpose, mission, goals, Special Recreation 
Association, recreation. 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
What is the primary purpose of clinical therapeutic recreation 
(CTR) settings and community based special recreation associations 
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and Leisure Studies at Iowa State University; presently Chairman, Department of 
Recreation and Park Administration, Western Illinois University. 
2Associate Professor, presently Coordinator, Department of Physical Educa-
tion and Leisure Studies, Iowa State University. 
3Associate Professor, Department of Physical Education and Leisure Studies at 
Iowa State University. 
4Assistant Professor, Department of Recreation, Southern Illinois University. 
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(SRA)? Do they differ from one another in respect to organizational 
purpose and their propensity for maintaining consistency between 
stated mission and actual practice? These questions were addressed 
in an effort to characterize clin ical therapeutic recreation settings 
and their community-based special recreation association counter-
parts. 
A well defined mission or p urpose is a prerequisite for establish-
ment of operational objectives and performance appraisal in any 
mission-directed program. Mission is defined as the basic purpose of 
an organization, that is, its accomplishment objectives (Kotler, 1982). 
The therapeutic recreation agencies or departments that have chosen 
to minimize mission definition often find t hemselves with unrealistic 
expectations by clients and the general public. These include dif-
ficulties with cost benefit analysis and accountability, and trouble-
some ambiguities concerning the evaluation of client and program 
progress. Non-commercial organizations commonly have a difficult 
time defining purpose (Blake and Mouton, 1964) . Dustin and Schultz 
(1981) have suggested that the recreation and parks movement lacks 
a clearly stated and widely accepted philosophy of service. Disagree-
ment is certainly present among practitioners who perceive them-
selves as developmental therapists while others take pride in adapting 
physical and social environments for people with special needs who 
pursue recreation as an end in itself (Cleary, 1979; Kendigren, 1980). 
Peterson (1984) has suggested that the primary purpose of public 
recreation and parks agencies, as represented by the National 
Recreation and Park Association (NRPA), fails to address the central 
mission of the clinical therapeutic recreation professional. This 
assertion was made despite t he stated position of the National 
Therapeutic Recreation Society/ National Recreation and Park Associa-
tion that describes the complementary functions of therapy, leisure 
education, and leisure participation. In their appeal for additional 
research and action regarding professional hurdles between clinical 
and community therapeutic recreation practitioners, Gray and White 
(1984) suggest not only that significant differences exist among 
professional competencies, but also that there are similarities as well. 
They contend that an exclusive emphasis on the clinical role may lead 
therapeutic recreation into the trap of becoming a competitive clone 
with other therapies. 
Another confounding explanation for the difficulty associated 
with defining organizational purpose is one of contradictory goals. 
Almost all human service organizations have avowed, publicly stated 
goals that are usually global and nonspecific. However, human service 
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organizations also fulfill many unacknowledged, yet socially man-
dated, functions. Kaswan ( 1982) refers to these functions as latent 
goals. The problem then arises that manifest and latent goals are 
often diametrically opposed (Szasz, 1970; Schur, 1973). While rehabil-
itation is usually a stated goal among therapeutic recreation organiza-
tions, the latent goal of revenue generation often results in pricing 
decisions that limit participant involvement. The relevance of a multi-
dimensional explanation of organizational purpose is supported by 
Mintzberg's ( 1983) contention that strategic decisions oflarge organiza-
tions inevitably involve social as well as economic consequences. As 
cost containment threatens the future of many clinical recreation 
services and third-party reimbursement remains a relatively unful-
filled goal (Reitter, 1984), revenue generation based on a number of 
non-health related functions continues to be an administrative 
priority. 
It is often taken for granted that little variation exists "within" 
various types of organization. Likewise, "obvious" differences are 
assumed to exist "between" those same organization types. Unfor-
tunately, such similarities and/ or differences have not been well 
documented. 
For this study, organizational purpose was defined according to a 
three-dimensional construct developed by DiGrino and Blinn (1983). 
They contend that three potentially overriding purposes, in varying 
degrees, are exclusive in the leisure service organization. These are: 
(1) improved ratio of revenue to expense, (2) compliance with 
popular public or market wants, and (3) enhancement of human 
and/ or environmental well-being. 
Hall, Haas, and Johnson (1967) contend that traditional organ-
izational typologies are too simple to account for the complex nature 
of complimentary and conflicting organizational purposes. The pre-
sent authors believe the DiGrino and Blinn (1983) construct would 
better serve the intent of this research endeavor because of its 
dynamic characteristics. 
METHOD 
Clinical therapeutic recreation settings and special recreation 
associations in the state of Illinois were asked to participate in the 
study. This population was drawn from a comprehensive study of 
community leisure service organizations reporting organizational 
purpose and actual practice. A total of 69 clinical settings and 18 
special recreation associations were identified. The sample frame was 
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limited to organizations affiliated with the Illinois Park and Recrea-
tion Association in 1983. Because all potential subjects were affiliated 
with their state association, the respondents were probably not 
typical of all therapeutic recreation practitioners in Illinois. Neverthe-
less, it is possible to present tentative observations from this sample 
as defined. Clinical settings were defined as the recreation or 
therapeutic recreation component of treatment centers that provide 
care and rehabilitation to the ill and disabled. Special recreation 
associations are "cooperative" extensions of local government recrea-
tion and park agencies serving recreational needs of the disabled. 
A mailed questionnaire was sent to the chief executive officers 
(CEO) in organizations comprising the study population. Respondents 
maintained anonymity; however, instruments were pre-coded in order 
to differentiate between types of setting. The overall rate of response 
was 63 percent, with 60 percent of the SRAs and 64 percent of the 
clinical settings responding. It was logistically impractical to test for 
nonresponse bias; however, informal review and discussion with 
several self-proclaimed nonrespondents suggested that minimal dif-
ference existed between respondents and nonrespondents. 
Chief executive officers for each of the special recreation associa-
tions were asked to rate the relative importance of their organizations' 
purposes and actual practices on a zero-to-ten point scale. For 
clinical therapeutic recreation settings, the highest ranking employee 
responsible for recreation services was asked to respond pertinent to 
the organizational unit responsible for recreational services. Ratings 
were based on the three purposes: (1) improved ratio of revenue to 
expense, (2) compliance with popular public or market wants, and 
(3) enhancement of human and/ or environmental well-being. Because 
CEOs are responsible for recommending organizational policy as well 
as implementing both formal and informal goals, it was felt that they 
were most qualified to make accurate assessments regarding the 
three purposes. Yuchtman (1967) and Price (1972) point out that 
organizational executives are the most valid judges of their organiza-
tion's goals. 
Specifically, the following queries were addressed: 
1. Do the two types of organizational settings differ from one 
another in regards to the six mission and actual ratings? 
2. What is the comparative level of importance of the three 
organizational purposes at both the "mission" and "actual practice" 
levels between the two types of organizational settings? 
3. Do the two types of organizational settings differ between 
"mission" and "actual practice" for each of the three purposes? 
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Prior to statistically addressing the above questions, the data 
were subjected to tests for reliability. Significant variation among 
"mission" and "actual practice" ratings for combined settings served as 
a prerequisite to further analysis. A complex 2 x 3 x 2 Analysis of 
Variance with repeated measures was rejected in favor of a series of 
analyses that directly addressed the research questions. The authors 
took the liberty of using parametric statistics in treating the zero-to-
ten point scaled data. A considerable body of literature in the 
behavioral sciences support the idea of treating ordinal data as 
interval, due to the increased power, sensitivity, and robustness 
inherent in parametric statistics (Labovitz, 1972; Crompton, Lamb, 
and Schul, 1982). 
T-tests were used to compare organizational settings relative to 
the "mission" and "actual practice" ratings. For each of the organiza-
tional settings, this same statistic was employed to test for congruity 
between "mission" and "actual practice." Organizational settings were 
compared relative to the degree of incongruity between the three 
"mission" purposes as well as the three "actual practice" purposes. 
This was accomplished by creating artificial variables resulting from 
computation of the difference between various combinations of the 
"mission" purposes and the "actual practice" purposes. 
RESULTS 
A matrix of mean mission and actual practice responses accord-
ing to organizational setting appears in Table 1. Average mission 
ratings ranged from a low of 3.39 for the financial purpose of clinical 
settings to a 9.66 rating for the wellness-related purpose in the same 
setting (Figure A). Unlike the mission ranges, special recreation 
associations reported the highest "actual practice" rating, that being 
in the purpose category of "compliance with popular wants." Variation 
in ratings among clinical organizations responding varied consider-
ably for two of the three purposes in practice, these being "increased 
ratio to revenue to expense" and "compliance with popular wants." 
Both "mission" (F= 102.1O,p~.O1) and "actual practice" (F=32.96, 
p~.O 1) values varied significantly. If such heterogeneity were not 
present, the testing of research questions 2 and 3 would have been 
pointless. 
Table 1. Selected measures of central tendency for mission and actual practice ratings by organizational 
setting. 
Organization Mission Actual Practice 
Type N n A B c A B c 
Clinical 69 44 x 3.386 7.591 9.659 4.250 6.796 8.614 
s 3.360 2.070 1.060 3.850 2.430 2.010 
Special Rec. 
Assoc. 18 11 x 5.000 9.364 9.000 6.182 9.364 8.818 
s 2.900 .810 1.100 2.400 .810 1.330 
A = Increased ratio of revenue to expense. 
B = Compliance with popular public or market wants. 
C = Enhancement of human and/or environmental well-being. 
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Figure A. Mean ratings for mission and actual practice purposes according to 
organization setting. 
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TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONAL SETIINGS RELATED 
TO MISSION AND ACTUAL RATINGS 
Regarding mission ratings, clinical therapeutic recreation settings 
differed from special recreation associations only on the purpose of 
"compliance with popular public or market wants" (t=4.47,p::;.Ol). A 
significant difference in variance for the two groups was also found 
(F( 43,10)=6.56,p::;.Ol), indicating a greater diversity within the clin-
ical therapeutic recreation setting. Due to this difference, the separate 
variance t formula was used. Likewise, in actual practice, the purpose 
of "compliance with popular public or market wants" was the only 
purpose to yield significant results (t=5.84,p::;.Ol). Again, clinical 
settings revealed significantly more variation (F( 43,10)=8.99,p::;.Ol), 
necessitating use of the separate variance t formula. 
LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE AT BOTH THE "MISSION" 
AND "ACTUAL PRACTICE" LEVELS 
While both types of organizational setting rated the mission of 
enhancing well-being very high, they differed enough in regard to the 
mission of "compliance with popular public or market wants" to 
demonstrate significant difference in the amount of incongruity 
between the two mission purposes. Special recreation associations 
rated both goals very high, but clinical settings saw less importance 
surrounding the "compliance" mission (t=-3.48,p::;.Ol). The two organ-
izational settings were otherwise fairly consistent when comparing 
the relative importance of "financial" purpose with those of "com-
pliance" and ''well-being." Results were similar for comparisons made 
at the "actual practice" level (t=-4.63,p::;.Ol). 
DIFFERENCES BE1WEEN "MISSION" AND 
"ACTUAL PRACTICE" RATINGS 
There was very little difference between the two organizational 
settings regarding the degree of incongruity between their stated 
missions and actual practice. The only significant variation took place 
relative to the ''well-being" purpose (t=2.25,ps;.05). That is not to say 
incongruity did not exist within each setting. Special recreation 
associations failed to exhibit significant variation between "mission" 
and "actual practice" ratings. Lack of statistical significance may have 
been due in part to the limited number of cases studied. With a total 
study population of 18, this limitation could not have been avoided. 
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In every case, clinical therapeutic recreation settings reported 
mean ratings that differed significantly between mission and actual 
practice. Examining the mission of "increasing ratio of revenue to 
expense," the "actual" mean rating of 4.25 was significantly different 
from the mean rating of . 3.39 for "mission" (t=2.30,p:S.05). The 
respective mean ratings of 7.59 and 6.80 for mission and actual 
"compliance" were significantly different (t=3.89,p:S.01). Finally, exam-
ination of "well-being" purpose revealed a significant difference 
between mission (9.66) and actual practice (8.61) (t=3.37,p:S.Ol). The 
very high rating allocated to the ''well-being" mission overshadows a 
relatively high rating for actual practice. 
DISCUSSION 
Applying the three dimensional conceptualization used to char-
acterize organizational purpose and practice to the ideas presented 
by Kaswan (1982) , we contend that, with few exceptions, the clinical 
therapeutic recreational settings studied exist first and foremost to 
enhance the quality of people's lives. Latent functions, however, were 
acknowledged to varying degrees. While "enhancement of well-being" 
remains the primary purpose among almost all organizations that we 
studied, there is evidence that revenue production and cost contain-
ment are emphasized to a larger degree than policy makers state in 
their mission. This can result in erosion of ''well-being" related 
practices when they conflict with underlying financial concerns. 
However, in general, emphasis on revenue generation and operating 
efficiencies can be and usually are complementary to the primary 
purpose of enhancement of human well-being. Expanded fiscal 
resources can be earmarked for client services. Unfortunately, such 
an administrative focus can result in market segmentation and 
demand related programming and pricing policies that result in "high 
flash-low substance" services and exclusion of prospective clients/ 
participants. Results suggest that the present clinical therapeutic 
recreation agencies were not compromising program objectives in 
effort to maintain or cultivate a higher level of popularity among 
clients; thus one could infer that emphasis remained on treatment 
goals and objectives. Compliance with market wants was actually 
rated lower in actual practice than in stated mission. 
Community based respondents placed the same degree of impor-
tance on enhancement of well-being as did their clinically based 
counterparts, in both mission and actual practice. However, SRAs 
were slightly more inclined to emphasize well-being at a level identified 
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in their mission. This strong identification with enhancement of well-
being among SRA executives may be in part a reflection of personal 
philosophy. The therapeutic recreators responding, whether employed 
in a clinical or community setting, generally demonstrated a height-
ened humanistic perspective. 
The results of this study appear to be consistent with the 
"treatment-leisure participation" continuum in both settings. The 
patient in a clinical setting is less apt to possess the capabilities 
associated with leisure choice. The position of leisure education and 
associated independence and self-direction as the individual pro-
gresses from institutional treatment to community based participa-
tion is bolstered. It was not uncommon for the community based 
agency to address developmental/rehabilitative program goals. Like-
wise, diversionary activity and recreation for its own sake were 
apparent in the clinical settings studied. It will be interesting to 
observe if, in the future , the community based therapeutic recreator 
becomes even more concerned with the therapy/ rehabilitation end of 
the continuum. This is likely to occur if more individuals with severe 
disabilities are returned to the community and patient discharge 
rates increase dramatically. 
Therapeutic recreation practitioners in both settings face and/ or 
create organizational challenges. As an extension of local government, 
the SRA executive's professional emphasis on well-being challenges 
their sponsoring agencies who serve the needs of "able-bodied" 
individuals. The executive in the clinical therapeutic recreation 
setting is questioned by members of allied health professions who 
doubt the therapeutic contribution of recreation in the clinical 
setting. As economic strains increase, demands on the CTR organ-
izations will become greater. In regard to these challenges, additional 
research is needed to determine why incongruencies between stated 
mission and actual practice occur. Reynolds and O'Morrow (1985) 
point out that in most, if not all clinical settings, therapeutic 
recreation is not a primary discipline but is only one of a number of 
related services; whereas in community based recreation and/ or 
special recreation, the primary mission is recreation. The implications 
of these relationships alone could account for differences. 
Results of this preliminary study clearly reveal a complementary 
relationship between the clinical and community based therapeutic 
recreation organizations responding with equal commitment to quality 
of life. The clinical settings utilized prescriptive program interventions, 
while the community settings were more responsive to expressed 
desires of consumers. Depending upon client need, however, each 
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setting appeared to be concerned with eliminating leisure barriers, 
developing leisure skills and attitudes, and optimizing leisure funct ion-
ing. The results of this study underscore the legitimacy of viewing 
clinical and community therapeutic recreators as professional col-
leagues. 
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NOTE 
ALOPECURUS ARUNDINACEUS POIR. 
NEW TO IOWA 
Index Descriptors: Alopecurus arundinaceus, Iowa Flora. 
121 
This European species has been known in the past from hay 
meadows in Labrador and North Dakota (Hitchcock and Chase, 
1950). It is listed for the same state in the Flora of the Great Plains 
(Great Plains Flora Association, 1986). Van Bruggen (1985) indicates 
that A. arundinaceus also occurs in northern and eastern South 
Dakota. The plants are similar in general appearance to Phleum 
pratense L. (timothy) but can be distinguished by their hairy spikelets 
and abundant slender rhizomes. Our single Iowa specimen is t he 
following: 
Iowa: Ringgold Co.: Beaconsfield; land of Preston Hayes. Hayes s. n. 
and s.d. 1986 (ISC). 
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